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Preface

The Oracle Transparent Gateway for RMS for OpenVMS provides users with 
transparent access to RMS as if they were Oracle databases. 

Read this guide if you are responsible for tasks such as:

■ installing and configuring the gateway

■ diagnosing gateway errors

■ using the gateway to access tables in RMS.

Understand the fundamentals of transparent gateways and the OpenVMS operating 
system before using this guide to install or administer the gateway.
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Related Publications
The Oracle Transparent Gateway for RMS for Alpha OpenVMS Installation Guide is 
included as part of your product shipment. Also included is:

■ Oracle Open Gateways GDDL Reference

This guide describes the functions of the Gateway Data Definition Language 
(GDDL), lists the major GDDL elements, and explains how to use them for 
building GDDL definitions.

■ Oracle Open Gateways Guide for SQL-Based and Procedural Gateways

This guide contains information common to all transparent and procedural 
gateways, including important information on functions, parameters, and error 
messages.

You might also need Oracle database server or other related publications. 
Throughout this guide, Oracle7 and Oracle8 publications are referred to as 
OracleVn Server publications, where Vn is used in place of the Oracle version 
number. This table helps you find the Oracle7 or Oracle8 publication that 
corresponds with the reference:

Refer to the Oracle Technical Publications Catalog and Price Guide, for a complete list of 
documentation provided for Oracle products. 

For Oracle7 Server Systems: For Oracle8 Server Systems

Oracle7 Server Administrator’s Guide Oracle8 Administrator’s Guide

Oracle7 Server and Tools Administrator’s 
Guide for Alpha OpenVMS

Oracle8 Server and Tools Administrator’s 
Guide for Alpha OpenVMS

Oracle7 Server Application Developer’s Guide Oracle8 Server Application Developer’s 
Guide

Oracle7 Server Concepts Oracle8 Server Concepts

Oracle7 Server for Alpha OpenVMS 
Installation Guide

Oracle8 Server for Alpha OpenVMS 
Installation Guide

Oracle7 Server Distributed Systems, Volume 1 Oracle8 Server Distributed Systems

Oracle7 Server Messages Oracle8 Server Messages

Oracle7 Server SQL Language Reference 
Manual

Oracle8 SQL Reference

Oracle7 Server Utilities User’s Guide Oracle8 Utilities

Understanding SQL*Net Net8 Administrator’s Guide
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Conventions
Examples of input and output for the gateway and Oracle environment are shown 
in a special font: 

SQL> SELECT * FROM table_name@dblink   

All output is shown as it actually appears. For input, these conventions apply:

Other punctuation for OpenVMS commands, such as commas, quotes, colons, or 
square brackets ([ ]), must be entered as shown unless otherwise specified. 
Directory names, fileids, and so on, appear in lowercase when these names appear 
in text and the names are highlighted in bold. Such names can be entered in any 
letter case. The portions of a fileid or directory name that appear in italics indicate 
those portions can vary.

Gateway commands, fileids, reserved words, and keywords appear in uppercase in 
examples and text. Reserved words and keywords must always be entered as is, 
and have reserved meanings within the Oracle system.

SQL*Plus Prompts
The SQL*Plus prompt, SQL> , appears in SQL statement and SQL*Plus command 
examples. Enter your response at the prompt. Do not enter the text of the prompt, 
SQL>, in your response.

Convention Meaning

example text Words or phrases, such as DELETE and FROM, must be entered exactly 
as spelled but letter case does not matter. 

italic text Italicized uppercase or lowercase, such as table_name , indicates that 
you must substitute a word or phrase, such as the actual table name.

{ } Curly braces indicate that one of the enclosed arguments is required. 
Do not enter the braces themselves.

[ ] Square brackets indicate that the enclosed arguments are optional. Do 
not enter the brackets themselves.

| Vertical lines separate choices.

... Ellipses indicate that the preceding item can be repeated. You can enter 
an arbitrary number of similar items.
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OpenVMS Prompt
The OpenVMS prompt, $>, appears in OpenVMS command examples. Enter your 
response at the prompt. Do not enter the text of the prompt, $>, in your response. 

Storage Measurements
Storage measurements use these abbreviations:

■ K, for kilobyte which equals 1024 bytes

■ M, for megabyte which equals 1 048 576 bytes

■ G, for gigabyte which equals 1 073 741 824 bytes
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                                                            Release Inform
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Release Information

This chapter provides information specific to this release of the Oracle Transparent 
Gateway for RMS for OpenVMS, including:

■ Product Set

■ Changes and Enhancements

■ System Requirements

■ Known Restrictions
ation 1-1



 

Product Set
The following table lists the versions of the components included on the 
distribution CD-ROM. All components are at production level.

Changes and Enhancements

Version 4.1.1.0.0
The gateway must be installed in its own separate Oracle root directory. The 
gateway directory cannot contain an Oracle database server. After installing the 
gateway, the Oracle root directory contains only the gateway and SQL*Net. Both the 
integrating and supporting servers must reside in their own separate directories.

System Requirements

Hardware Requirements 

Products Version

Oracle Installer (ORACLEINS) 1.0.12.9

Oracle Transparent Gateway for RMS 4.1.1.0.0

SQL*Net Version 2 and TCP/IP adapter 2.3

Note: If you install the Oracle Transparent Gateway for RMS, 
Version 4.1.1, into a directory containing an existing Oracle 
database server, the gateway configuration is not supported by 
Oracle Corporation. 

Hardware Requirements Summary

Processor A Compaq Computer Corporation Alpha OpenVMS machine is 
required.

Memory 10M of memory

CD-ROM Drive An internal or external CD-ROM drive

Disk Space 110 000 OpenVMS blocks
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Processor
A Compaq Computer Corporation Alpha OpenVMS machine is required.

Memory
About 10M of memory is required to support the gateway.

CD-ROM Drive
An internal or external CD-ROM drive is required for installation. 

Disk Space
The gateway requires 110 000 OpenVMS blocks of disk space.

Software Requirements
The system software configuration described in these requirements is supported by 
Oracle Corporation as long as the underlying system software products are 
supported by their respective vendors. Verify the latest support status with your 
system software vendors. 

Software Requirements Summary

Operating 
System

OpenVMS Version 7.2

If using Oracle7 Server as integrating or 
supporting server:

If using Oracle8 Server as integrating or 
supporting server:

Oracle Database Oracle7 Server Version 7.3.3 or higher Oracle8 Enterprise Edition Server Version 
8.0

Oracle 
Networking

On gateway machine:

■ SQL*Net Server Version 2.3

■ Oracle Adapter Version 2.3 for TCP/IP

On Oracle server machine:

■ SQL*Net Client Version 2.3

■ Oracle Adapter Version 2.3 for TCP/IP

On gateway machine:

■ SQL*Net Server Version 2.3

■ Oracle Adapter Version 2.3 for TCP/IP

On Oracle server machine:

■ Oracle Net8 Client 8.0

■ Oracle Adapter Version 8.0 for TCP/IP
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Operating System
OpenVMS, Version 7.2 is required.

Oracle Database Server
One of these Oracle database servers is required to act as the integrating Oracle 
server and/or supporting server:

■ Oracle7 Server Version 7.3.3 

■ Oracle8 Enterprise Edition Server Version 8.0.

See the OracleVn for Alpha OpenVMS Installation Guide for information about 
installing the Oracle database server.

Oracle Networking Products
If the integrating Oracle database server is not on the same Alpha platform as the 
gateway, 2.3 or Oracle Net8 is required to support communication between the 
Alpha platform and the integrating Oracle database server. These Oracle 
networking products are required:

■ in the Oracle root directory (ora_root) of the gateway: 

–  SQL*Net Server Version 2.3

– an Oracle TCP/IP Adapter Version 2.3

■ in the Oracle root directory (ora_root) of the Oracle8 Server, if Oracle8 is your 
integrating server:

– Oracle Net8 Client 8.0

– an Oracle TCP/IP Adapter Version 8.0

■  in the Oracle root directory (ora_root) of the Oracle7 Server, if Oracle7 is your 
integrating server:

– SQL*Net Client Version 2.3

– an Oracle TCP/IP Adapter Version 2.3

■ in the Oracle root directory (ora_root) of the Oracle8 Server, if Oracle8 is your 
supporting server:

– Oracle Net8 Server 8.0

– an Oracle TCP/IP Adapter Version 8.0 
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■  in the Oracle root directory (ora_root) of the Oracle7 Server, if Oracle7 is your 
supporting server:

– SQL*Net Server Version 2.3

– an Oracle TCP/IP Adapter Version 2.3

SQL*Net Version 2.3 software is included in this gateway release. Your gateway 
license includes a license for SQL*Net and the TCP/IP adapter. This license restricts 
the use of SQL*Net to a gateway connection.

Tested Configurations 
Oracle Corporation has tested these configurations for the gateway in its lab. Other 
configurations might be added later as newer versions of the products are tested 
and approved. If you have any questions on configuration, contact Oracle 
SupportingsupportingWorldwide Support. 

Documentation Requirements
In addition to the documentation provided with the gateway, this Oracle 
documentation is recommended:

■ OracleVn for Alpha OpenVMS Installation Guide

■ OracleVn Server Administrator’s Guide

■ OracleVn Server Application Developer’s Guide

■ Oracle8 Server Distributed Systems

■ OracleVn Server Messages

Gateway Configurations

Oracle database server: Gateway to RMS:

Integrating Oracle server V7.3.2.x V4.1.1 on Alpha OpenVMS 7.2

Supporting Oracle server V7.3.2.x V4.1.1 on Alpha OpenVMS 7.2

Integrating Oracle server V8.0.4.x V4.1.1 on Alpha OpenVMS 7.2

Supporting Oracle server V8.0.4.x V4.1.1 on Alpha OpenVMS 7.2

Integrating Oracle server V8.0.5.x V4.1.1 on Alpha  OpenVMS 7.2

Supporting Oracle server V8.0.5.x V4.1.1 on Alpha OpenVMS 7.2
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■ Programmer’s Guide to the Oracle Precompilers

■ Programmer’s Guide to the Oracle Call Interface

■ SQL*Plus User’s Guide and Reference

■ SQL*Net Version 2 documentation for OpenVMS

In addition to your Oracle documentation, ensure you have appropriate 
documentation for your Alpha platform, your operating system (OpenVMS), and 
RMS.

Known Restrictions
The following restrictions are known to exist for the products in this release. 
Restrictions are not scheduled to change in future releases.

Unsupported SQL Statements
The gateway does not support these SQL statements:

■ CONNECT BY

■ CREATE

■ DELETE

■ GRANT

■ INSERT

■ UPDATE

Note: See the Preface for a list of how the Oracle7 and Oracle8 
titles correspond to the titles above.
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Introduction to the Gateway

The gateway allows you to:

■ integrate heterogeneous database management systems so they appear as a 
single homogeneous database system

■ read data from RMS into Oracle applications   

Read this chapter for information about the gateway:

■ Overview

■ Oracle Tools and the Gateway

■ Features

■ Architecture

■ Transaction Example
teway 2-1



 

Overview
The gateway reads data from files in a variety of formats, can selectively access 
records based upon the data values, and can process multiple data files. During 
execution, the gateway can produce an error file with error information. You have 
control over several data access options. 

The gateway can:

■ handle data from multiple data files of different file types

■ handle fixed format, delimited format, and variable length records

■ support a wide range of datatypes, including most C, COBOL, and FORTRAN 
datatypes

■ combine multiple physical records into a single logical record

■ treat a single physical record as multiple logical records

■ generate unique, sequential values in specified columns

■ provide thorough error reporting capabilities, so you can easily adjust the 
control file

Oracle Tools and the Gateway
Use the gateway to run applications, like Oracle tools, that read data stored in RMS. 
While the gateway provides no new application or development facilities, it extends 
the reach of existing Oracle tools to include data stored in RMS files. 

The gateway used with other Oracle products can greatly extend the capabilities of 
the standalone gateway. The following examples demonstrate how powerful the 
gateway is with other Oracle tools. 

Oracle Developer/2000 Reports
Use Oracle Developer Reports and the gateway to easily and transparently generate 
a wide range of reports based on RMS data. Because reports created with Oracle 
Developer Reports can be redesigned and rerun quickly and easily, Oracle 
Developer Reports and the gateway combine to form a powerful reporting package.

Oracle Discoverer
Use Oracle Discoverer and the gateway to analyze data residing in RMS. This 
combination of products enables you to mine your corporate data using a powerful 
data analysis tool.
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Oracle Developer Forms
Use Oracle Developer Forms (Version 4 or higher) to build applications that are 
stored in RMS. For additional information refer to the appropriate Oracle Developer 
documentation.

Oracle Forms Version 3 and earlier versions are not supported.

Features 

Heterogeneous Database Integration
The gateway support for ANSI-standard SQL enables read access to RMS. Even if 
your data exists on different platforms in different applications, new applications 
can use all data, regardless of location. 

Application Portability 
The gateway’s ability to interface with heterogeneous databases makes it possible to 
develop a single set of portable applications that can be used against both Oracle 
and RMS, and any other databases for which Oracle Corporation provides 
gateways.

Remote Data Access
Location flexibility is maximized because the gateway architecture permits network 
connections between each of the components. The application can use the Oracle 
client-server capability to connect to a remote integrating Oracle server through 
SQL*Net. The integrating Oracle server can connect to a remote gateway using a 
database link. 

The benefits of remote access are:

■ provides a means to allocate the appropriate resource to a given task

You can, for example, move application development off expensive processors 
and onto cost-efficient workstations or microcomputers. 

■ expands the number of available data sources

Without remote access, you are limited to the data available in the local 
environment. With remote access, your data sources are limited only by your 
networks.

■ provides a means to tailor an application environment to a given user
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For example, some users prefer a block-mode terminal environment, while 
others prefer a bit-mapped, graphics driven terminal environment. Remote 
access can satisfy both because you are not constrained by the interface 
environment imposed by the location of your data. 

Support for Distributed Applications 
Because the gateway gives your application direct access to RMS data, you 
eliminate the need to upload and download large quantities of database data to 
other processors. Instead, you can access data where it is, when you want it, 
without having to move the data between machines and risk unsynchronized and 
inconsistent data. Avoiding massive data replication can reduce aggregate disk 
storage requirements over all your systems.

However, if your system design requires moving data among the machines in a 
network, SQL*Plus and the gateway can simplify the data transfer. With a single 
SQL*Plus COPY command you can move entire sets of data from one node of the 
network to another and from one database to another.

Application Development and End User Tools 
Through the gateway, Oracle Corporation extends the range of application 
development and end-user tools you can use to access RMS. These tools increase 
application development and user productivity by reducing prototype, 
development, and maintenance time. Current Oracle users do not have to learn a 
new set of tools to access data stored in RMS. Instead, they can access Oracle and 
RMS data with a single set of tools.

With the gateway and the application development tools available from Oracle 
Corporation, you can develop a single set of applications to access Oracle and RMS 
data. Users can use the decision support tools available from Oracle Corporation to 
access Oracle and RMS data. These tools can run on remote machines connected 
through SQL*Net to the integrating Oracle server. 

When designing applications, keep in mind that the gateway is designed for 
retrieval and relatively light transaction loads. The gateway is not currently 
designed to be a heavy transaction processing system. 

Protection of Current Investment
With the gateway, you can continue to develop your information systems without 
foregoing your investments in current data and applications. You can access your 
Oracle and RMS data with a single set of applications and continue to use existing 
RMS applications to access your RMS data. You can also use more productive 
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database tools and move to a distributed database technology without giving up 
access to your current data. 

If you want to migrate to Oracle database technology and productivity, the gateway 
lets you control the pace of migration. As you transfer applications from your 
previous technology to the Oracle database, you can use the gateway to move RMS 
data into Oracle databases.

Architecture
The gateway works with the Oracle database server to shield most of the differences 
of the non-Oracle database from Oracle applications. This means the applications 
can access the Oracle database server data and RMS data as if it were Oracle data 
located at the integrating Oracle server: 

The architecture consists of these main components: 

■ client

The client is an Oracle application or tool.

■ integrating Oracle server

The integrating Oracle server is an Oracle instance accessed by an Oracle server 
with procedural and distributed options. Usually, the integrating Oracle server 
is installed on the same Alpha platform as the gateway, but this is not a 
requirement. The integrating Oracle server and the gateway communicate in 
the normal Oracle database server-to-server manner.

Client

Integrating 
Oracle7 Database 

Server

Oracle 
Supporting 

Server, Version 
7 or Version 8

Data 
Dictionary 
for RMS

Oracle Transparent 
Gateway for RMS

Transparent 
Gateway Admin. 

Utility (TGA)

Integrating 
Oracle8 Database 

Server
RMS Files

Net8

SQL*Net V2

SQL*Net V2 
or Net8
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If the integrating Oracle server is not on the Alpha platform where the gateway 
resides, you must install the correct Oracle networking software on the Alpha 
platform where the server resides. If your integrating Oracle server is Version 7, 
you must install SQL*Net on the Oracle server machine. If your integrating 
Oracle server is Version 8, you must install Oracle Net8 on the Oracle server 
machine.

■ Oracle Transparent Gateway for RMS

The gateway must be installed on Alpha platforms running the OpenVMS 
Version 7.2 operating system. 

If the integrating Oracle server is not on the same machine as the gateway, you 
must install SQL*Net on the gateway machine so that the gateway and 
integrating Oracle server can communicate.

■ RMS

RMS must reside on the same system as the gateway. 

■ transparent gateway administration utility

The transparent gateway administration utility (TGA) creates and administers 
database users and privileges on top of RMS. Oracle databases have multiple 
users. Each user can have different privileges for the underlying data. RMS only 
checks privileges at the operating system level. Because every gateway session 
runs with the same operating system privileges, all Oracle users end up having 
the same privileges for RMS data. The TGA provides a way for each Oracle user 
to be granted a different type of access to RMS data.

■ supporting Oracle server

The data generated by the TGA utility must be stored in an Oracle database. 
The Oracle database that stores the TGA data is called the supporting Oracle 
server, also referred to as the gateway data dictionary server. The Oracle server 
chosen to be the supporting server must be installed and running before the 
TGA and the gateway can be used. The supporting Oracle server is a regular 
Oracle database server, and can be either an Oracle7 or Oracle8 server. The 
Oracle server used as the supporting server can also be the integrating Oracle 
server that directs client queries to the gateway, or it can be a separate server.

Multiple Oracle database servers can access the same gateway. A single Alpha 
platform gateway installation can be configured to access more than one RMS.
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Transaction Example 
This figure shows the sequence of events when a client application queries the 
gateway to an RMS file-based database:

1. Client application sends query to the integrating Oracle server.

2. The gateway might require one or both of these events:

■ validation of username and password in the gateway data dictionary stored 
in the supporting Oracle server

■ validation of username and password in the RMS data source, if applicable

3. Oracle server sends query to gateway.

4. Gateway validates user access to the object in gateway data dictionary and 
retrieves object mapping definition.

5. Gateway converts SQL statement, using object mapping definition, to RMS 
access method.

6. Gateway executes RMS access method and retrieves data.

7. Gateway converts retrieved data to a format compatible with the Oracle server 
using the object mapping definition. 

Integrating Oracle Server

Client
Application 1

  3

9

Gateway

2

5

68 

RMS Data Source

7

SELECT * FROM EMP@GTWLINK

4

2

Supporting Oracle Server

5

7
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8. Gateway returns query results to the integrating Oracle server.

9. Oracle server returns query results to client application.

The Gateway Data Dictionary   
There is no dynamic data dictionary for the gateway at the data source, so a data 
dictionary is provided by the gateway. An Oracle database server can also act as the 
gateway data dictionary server.

A gateway data dictionary provides SQL function for data sources that do not have 
a data dictionary. Users, tables grants, and so on, can be defined and maintained for 
the data source in the gateway data dictionary using the TGA. 

A gateway data dictionary consists of a set of tables used by the gateway in the 
same way that normal data dictionary tables are used by an Oracle database server. 
However, a gateway data dictionary and an Oracle data dictionary are not the same.

To a client application, the gateway data dictionary appears to be an Oracle data 
dictionary for the data source. An Oracle data dictionary is maintained using 
SVRMGR. A gateway data dictionary is maintained using the TGA.

Gateway data dictionary tables and views are virtually identical to standard Oracle 
data dictionary tables and views. Information in the gateway data dictionary views 
that is not relevant to gateways is replaced by default values. For example, 
tablespace information. Access to gateway data dictionary views is similar to 
accessing a remote Oracle data dictionary.

A gateway data dictionary server does not need to be dedicated to the gateway data 
dictionary. Any Oracle database server can be used as the gateway data dictionary 
server. For example, the same Oracle database server can be used as an integrating 
server and gateway data dictionary server.

The Oracle views supported in a gateway data dictionary are listed in Appendix B, 
“Gateway Data Dictionary Views”.

Internal Tables and Data Files 
Gateway data dictionary tables and views can be queried by an Oracle client 
application through your gateway. Tables used internally by the gateway can only 
be queried by connecting to the gateway data dictionary server using SVRMGR, or 
a similar Oracle utility, and then issuing a query. You must have the correct object 
privilege. For example, to obtain information about the data files involved in a 
GDDL table definition, you connect using SVRMGR to the gateway data dictionary 
server and then query the TTD$table.
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Implementation
When the gateway is installed on your Alpha platform, it has some of the same 
components as an Oracle database instance on OpenVMS. The gateway has these 
components:

■ its own separate Oracle root directory

■ a gateway system identifier (SID), comparable to an Oracle instance’s 
ORACLE_SID

■ Oracle SQL*Net to support communication between the integrating Oracle 
server, supporting Oracle server, and the gateway

■ a file of initialization parameters, similar to the Oracle database server init.ora 
file, identified as initsid.ora

The gateway does not have:

■ control, redo log, or database files

■ the full set of subdirectories and ancillary files associated with an installed 
Oracle database server

Because the gateway does not have background processes and does not need a 
management utility such as Oracle Enterprise Manager, you do not need to start the 
gateway product. Each Oracle database server user session that accesses a particular 
gateway creates an independent process on the Alpha platform. This process runs 
the gateway session and executes SQL functions to communicate with the RMS 
files. 

How the Gateway Works
The gateway has no database functions of its own. Instead, it provides an interface 
by which an Oracle database server can direct part or all of a SQL operation to RMS 
files.

The gateway supporting RMS is identified to the integrating Oracle server with a 
CREATE DATABASE LINK statement. The database link is the same construct used 
to identify other Oracle database server databases. The virtual tables in RMS files 
(as specified in the GDDL files) are referenced in SQL as:

table_name @dblink_name

or

owner.table_name @dblink_name
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If you create synonyms or views in the integrating Oracle server database, you can 
refer to tables in RMS using simple names as though the table is local to the 
integrating Oracle server.

When the integrating Oracle server encounters a reference to a table in RMS, the 
applicable portion of the SQL statement is sent to the gateway for processing. Any 
host variables associated with the SQL statement are bound to the gateway and 
therefore to RMS.

The gateway is responsible for mapping these SQL statements to RMS operations 
and passing these operations to RMS for execution and for fielding and returning 
responses. The responses are either data or messages. Any conversions between 
Oracle datatypes and RMS datatypes are performed by the gateway. The integrating 
Oracle server and the application read and process only Oracle datatypes.
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Installing the Gateway

This chapter explains how to install the gateway software from the distribution 
CD-ROM and includes these topics:

■ Installing the Gateway

■ Post-Installation Steps

■ Installation Complete

■ De-installing the Gateway
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Installing the Gateway
The primary installation tasks assume that you configure the gateway with a single 
Oracle server that acts both as an integrating and supporting server. 

It is very important that you install the gateway in its own separate Oracle root 
directory. The gateway directory cannot contain an Oracle database. After installing 
the gateway, the Oracle root directory contains only the gateway and SQL*Net. The 
Oracle server must reside in its own separate directory.  

Step 1: Login to the Oracle Server Account
Login to the OpenVMS account that is used to install and manage the Oracle server 
products at your site.

Ensure that no OpenVMS logical names specific to Oracle software are set in the 
process table before you start the installation. This is especially true for the logical 
name ora_root. For example, if ora_root is set, the command to unset it is:

$> DEASSIGN/PROC ORA_ROOT

Step 2: Create the gateway directory
Create the root directory for the gateway. For example:

$> CREATE/DIR device1 :[ gateway_dir ]

where: 

Create the install directory under the root directory you just created. For example:

$> CREATE/DIR device1 :[ gateway_dir .INSTALL]

Note: If you install the gateway into a directory containing an 
existing Oracle server, the gateway is not supported by Oracle 
Corporation because such a configuration might corrupt the 
existing Oracle installation.

device1 is the disk where the directory resides.

gateway_dir is the name of the root directory for the gateway. 
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Step 3: Mount the distribution CD-ROM
Place the distribution CD-ROM in your CD-ROM drive and enter a command 
similar to this:

$> MOUNT/OVER=ID device2

where device2  is the name of the CD-ROM drive.

Step 4: Restore the boot.bck saveset
Go to the install directory and restore the boot.bck saveset from the distribution 
CD-ROM to the install directory. 

$> SET DEFAULT device1 :[ gateway_dir .INSTALL]
$> BACKUP/LOG device2 :BOOT.BCK/SAVE -
      *.*; /NEW_VERSION/BY_OWNER=PARENT

where: 

 Step 5: Run the installation procedure
Go to the install directory and start ORACLEINS by entering: 

$> @ORACLEINS

Use this table as a guide to the installation process, following the instructions in the 
Response column:   

device1 is the disk where the install directory resides.

gateway_dir is the name of the root directory for the gateway.

device2 is the name of the CD-ROM drive. 

Menu Name or Prompt Response

Oracle Installation Startup Menu Enter "1" to select the "Create a new ORACLE system" option. 
Press [Return].

Root Directory? Enter the pathname of the gateway root directory, 
device1:[gateway_dir], where device1 is the disk name where the 
directory resides. Press [Return].
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Saveset location? Enter the name of the CD drive where the distribution CD-ROM 
is mounted. Press [Return].

This step copies additional saveset information from the 
CD-ROM to gateway_dir. Press [Return] after the setup process 
is done.

Oracle Product Installation and Upgrade Enter "1" to select the "Software Installation and Upgrade Menu" 
option. Press [Return].

Software Installation and Upgrade Menu Enter "1" to select the "Select Licensed Products to Load" option. 
Press [Return]. Two products, TG4RMS and NetConfig, are 
displayed.

Enter "A" to load both products and press [Return]. Press 
[Return] at each of the two confirmation prompts. Check that the 
status for each product is "load", then enter "E" and press 
[Return] to continue the installation process.

Software Installation and Upgrade Menu Enter "2" to select the "Select Build Configuration Options" 
option, and press [Return]. Enter "A" to select TG4RMS and 
NetConfig. Press [Return].

TG4RMS Configuration Options Check that the current value for "System or Group Installation" 
is "S". Enter "E" and press [Return].

NetConfig Configuration Options To select the TCP/IP network adapter, enter "3" and press 
[Return]. Enter "Y" at the prompt for "New Value". Press 
[Return].

Option 4, "Build Oracle Names Server" is not supported. Its 
current value must be "N".

Check that the current value for "System or Group Installation" 
is "S". Enter "E" and press [Return].

Select Configuration Options Enter "E" and press [Return].

Software Installation and Upgrade Menu Enter "3" to select the "Load and Build Selected Licensed 
Products" option. Press [Return]. The loading process happens. 
At the end of this process, you are prompted to select another 
option. Enter "1" to select the "Build the Oracle Products Loaded" 
option. The building process occurs.

Once the building process is done, press [Return] to continue, 
then enter "E" and press [Return]. Enter "E" and press [Return] 
again to exit from ORACLEINS.

Menu Name or Prompt Response
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Post-Installation Steps

Step 1: Set the OpenVMS logical names
Set the values of the OpenVMS logical names that pertain to Oracle software by 
entering: 

$> @ORA_UTIL:ORAUSER.COM

Step 2: Run the Netconfig utility 
Change to the install directory:

$> SET DEFAULT ORA_INSTALL

Start the Netconfig utility by entering:

$> @ORA_INSUTL.COM

From the "Installable Utilities" menu, enter "1" to select the "NetConfig" option. 
Press [Return], then enter "E" and press [Return] to exit.

Installation Complete
Your gateway installation is now complete. Proceed with the configuration tasks 
described in Chapter 4, “Configuring the Gateway”.

De-installing the Gateway
To de-install the gateway, including the directories and sub-directories containing 
them, perform these steps:

1. Ensure the gateway is not in use and that the TNS listener for the gateway is 
stopped. To stop the TNS listener, enter:

$> LSNRCTL STOP

2. Enter these commands to de-install the gateway:

$> SET DEF ORA_INSTALL
$> @GTW_DEINST
$> DELETE *.*;*
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Configuring the Gateway

After installing the gateway, follow the instructions in this chapter to configure the 
gateway for RMS. Gateway configuration tasks include:

■ Configuring the Gateway

■ Configuring SQL*Net for the Gateway

■ Optional Configuration Steps

■ Administering Database Links

■ Multiple Instances of Gateways

Follow all steps in this chapter to configure the gateway to access RMS files. 
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Configuring the Gateway

Step 1: Choose a system ID for the gateway 
The gateway system identifier (SID) is a string of alphanumeric characters that 
identifies a gateway instance. The SID is used in the gateway startup script and as 
part of the file name for the gateway initialization file. The default SID is rms.

If you sometimes want to access the RMS files with one set of gateway parameter 
settings, and other times with different gateway parameter settings, you can do that 
by having multiple database links that each point to a different gateway SID and 
consequently to a different parameter file.

Step 2: Customize the gateway startup script                                                                                                     
The gateway startup script initializes certain logical names and starts the gateway. 
The script is started by the SQL*Net TNS listener after an incoming connect request 
for the gateway comes in. The startup script is required and you must customize it 
as needed. Customizing the startup script is only needed once for each installation.

A sample startup script, tg4rms_startup.com, is provided with the gateway in the 
directory ora_root:[tg4rms]. The part of startup script which you edit is:

$ @DISK$ORA:[ directory_name ]ORAUSER.COM
$!
$! For logging
$! if you want to see the SQL statements sent to RMS set GTW_TRACE_INFO to 1
$ DEFINE/NOLOG GTW_TRACE_INFO 0

$ LOGFILE := "TG4RMS"
$ DEFINE/NOLOG GATEWAY_SID RMS

where:

directory_name is the pathname for the orauser.com script. This script 
resides in the util directory where the gateway is installed. 
It script sets the OpenVMS logical names used by the 
gateway, including ORA_ROOT.

GTW_TRACE_INFO enables SQL tracing. A value of 0 turns tracing off; a value 
of 1 turns tracing on. See “Tracing SQL Statements” on 
page 5-6 for more information.

LOGFILE specifies the name of the gateway output file for log 
information. See “Gateway Message Output” on page 5-9 
for more information about this file.
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The sample startup script is sufficient for starting the gateway, verifying a 
successful installation, and running the demonstration scripts. 

Step 3: Customize the gateway initialization file   
The gateway initialization file (initsid.ora) supports all SQL-based gateway 
initialization parameters described in Oracle Open Gateways Guide for SQL-Based and 
Procedural Gateways except for the RESOLVE_BINDS parameter. The initialization 
file must be available when the gateway is started.

During installation, a default initialization file is created in 
ora_tg4rms_admin:initrms.ora. If you chose a SID other than the default of rms, 
rename this file and the value of DB_NAME using the SID you chose in Step 1. This 
default initialization file is sufficient for starting the gateway, verifying a successful 
installation, and running the demonstration scripts.

The default initialization file contains these entries

LOG_DESTINATION=log_file
DB_DOMAIN=""
DB_NAME=rms
SUPPORTING_DB="connect_descriptor "
OPTIMIZE_FILE_OPEN=TRUE
ERRORTAG=ALL

where:

Many initialization parameters modify gateway behavior. You might want to 
change the initialization file later to meet your system requirements. See 
Appendix C, “Gateway Initialization Parameters” and the Oracle Open Gateways 

GATEWAY_SID specifies the gateway SID. The default value is rms. The 
value of GATEWAY_SID matches the value of DB_NAME 
in the gateway initialization file.

log_file specifies the file where gateway log information is 
written.

connect_descriptor is the name of the connect descriptor in the 
tnsnames.ora file for the supporting Oracle server. The 
gateway and TGA will not work if this parameter is not 
correctly set. See “Step 3: Configure tnsnames.ora for the 
Supporting Oracle Server” on page 4-6 for more 
information.
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Guide for SQL-Based and Procedural Gateways for more information about 
customizing the gateway initialization file.

Configuring SQL*Net for the Gateway
The gateway requires SQL*Net Version 2.3 to provide transparent data access to and 
from the Oracle server. After configuring the gateway, perform these steps to 
configure SQL*Net that was installed with the gateway:

Step 1: Configure the SQL*Net Version 2.3 TNS listener for the gateway
SQL*Net Version 2.3 uses the TNS listener to receive incoming connections from a 
SQL*Net Version 2.3 client. In the case of the gateway, this particular TNS listener 
should only listen for incoming requests from the Oracle database servers that act as 
integrating servers. For the TNS listener to listen for the gateway, information about 
the gateway must be added to the TNS listener configuration file (listener.ora). This 
file, by default, is located in the directory ora_root:[network.admin], where 
ora_root is the directory under which the gateway is installed. If this file does not 
exist, create a new file named listener.ora in ora_root:[network.admin].

Two entries must be added to the listener.ora file:

■ a list of SQL*Net Version 2.3 addresses for the TNS listener to listen on

■ the server process the TNS listener should start in response to incoming 
connection requests 

Entry of SQL*Net Addresses for the TNS Listener
The syntax of the entry in the listener.ora file for the TCP/IP protocol adapter is:

LISTENER=
  (ADDRESS_LIST=
     (ADDRESS= 
         (PROTOCOL=TCP)
         (HOST= host_name )
         (PORT= port_number )
     )
   )

where:

host_name is the name of the machine where the gateway is installed.
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Example
GTWLSNR=
  (ADDRESS_LIST=
     (ADDRESS= 
         (PROTOCOL=TCP)
         (HOST=CORPVMS)
         (PORT=6943)
     )
  )

Entry for the Gateway Process to Start
To direct the TNS listener to start the gateway in response to incoming connection 
requests, add an entry to the listener.ora file using this syntax:

SID_LIST_LISTENER=
  (SID_LIST=
     (SID_DESC=
         (SID_NAME= gateway_sid )
         (PROGRAM=’ startup_script’ )
         (TIMEOUT= time )
     )
   )

where:

port_number specifies the TCP/IP port number used by the TNS listener. If 
you have other listeners running on host_name , the value of 
port_number  must be different from the other listeners’ port 
numbers.

gateway_sid specifies the SID of the gateway and matches the 
gateway SID specified in the connect descriptor 
entry in the tnsnames.ora file.

startup_script specifies the path and file name of the startup file 
that initializes the gateway environment and starts 
the gateway. The value must be enclosed in single 
quotation characters (’).

time specifies the time in seconds before the gateway 
times out from inactivity.
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Step 2: Stop and start the TNS listener for the gateway
The TNS listener must be started to initiate the new settings.

1. If the listener is already running, use the LSNRCTL command to stop the listener 
and then start it with the new settings:

$> LSNRCTL STOP 
$> LSNRCTL START 

2. Check the status of the listener with the new settings:

$> LSNRCTL STATUS

Step 3: Configure tnsnames.ora for the Supporting Oracle Server
Before the gateway can access RMS data, you must configure the gateway to 
communicate with the supporting Oracle server through SQL*Net. To do this, add a 
connect descriptor to the tnsnames.ora file in the directory 
ora_root:[network.admin]. This directory must be in the same directory as the 
gateway.

TCP/IP Protocol Adapter 
When the gateway accesses the supporting Oracle server using SQL*Net Version 2.3 
and the TCP/IP protocol adapter, the syntax of the connect descriptor entry in 
tnsnames.ora is:

connect_descriptor =
   (DESCRIPTION=
      (ADDRESS=
         (PROTOCOL=TCP)
         (HOST= host_name )
         (PORT= port_number )
      )
     (CONNECT_DATA=
         (SID= supporting_server_id )
        (SERVER=DEDICATED)
     )
   ) 

Note: You must use the same SID value in the tnsnames.ora file 
and the listener.ora file.
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where:

Example
RMS_SUPP_DB=
   (DESCRIPTION=
      (ADDRESS=
         (PROTOCOL=TCP)
         (HOST=CORPVMS)
         (PORT=6943)
      )
     (CONNECT_DATA=
         (SID=RMSSUPP)
        (SERVER=DEDICATED)
     )
   ) 

connect_descriptor is the description of the supporting server to connect 
to. This name must match value defined by the 
SUPPORTING_DB  parameter in the gateway 
initialization file.

port_number  matches the port number used by the SQL*Net or 
Net8 TNS listener that is listening for the incoming 
connection request of the supporting server. The TNS 
listener’s port number can be found in the listener.ora 
file used by the TNS listener of the supporting server. 
See “Step 3: Configure tnsnames.ora for the 
Supporting Oracle Server” on page 4-6.

host_name specifies the machine on which the supporting server 
is running. The TNS listener’s host name can be 
found in the listener.ora file used by the TNS listener. 

supporting_server_id specifies the SID of the supporting server and 
matches the SID specified in the listener.ora file of the 
TNS listener that is listening for the supporting server.
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Optional Configuration Steps
These additional configuration options are available if you choose to use them:

■ create the user SCOTT and the demonstration tables for the case studies

■ configure SQL*Net for the integrating Oracle server

You can choose to perform either option, both, or none.

Creating SCOTT and Demonstration Files
Two scripts, ora_tg4rms_data.com and ora_tg4rms_demo.com, are provided with 
the gateway to create the user SCOTT and the demonstration files for the case 
studies described in Chapter 6, “Case Studies”. 

To create SCOTT and the demonstration files, perform these steps:  

1. Edit ora_tg4rms_data.com to provide the system password of the supporting 
Oracle server.

2. Edit ora_tg4rms_demo.com to provide the system password of the supporting 
Oracle server.

3. Run the scripts from the system command line:

$> SET DEF ORA_TG4RMS
$> @ORA_TG4RMS_DATA.COM
$> @ORA_TG4RMS_DEMO.COM

 Configuring SQL*Net for an Integrating Oracle Database Server
Any Oracle client connected to an integrating Oracle server can access RMS data 
through the gateway. The Oracle client and integrating server can reside on 
different machines. The gateway accepts connections only from an integrating 
server.

Before you use the gateway to access RMS data, you must configure the integrating 
Oracle server to communicate with the gateway over SQL*Net. To configure the 
server, you add connect descriptors to the tnsnames.ora file under the Oracle root 
directory of the integrating Oracle server.

An integrating Oracle server that accesses the gateway needs a service name entry 
or a connect descriptor name entry in the tnsnames.ora file to tell the integrating 
Oracle server where it can make connections. This file, by default, is located in the 
directory ora_root:[network.admin], where ora_root specifies the directory in 
which the integrating Oracle server is installed. The tnsnames.ora file is required by 
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the integrating Oracle server accessing the gateway; it is not required by the 
gateway. See Understanding SQL*Net/Net8 Administrator’s Guide for more 
information.

TCP/IP Protocol Adapter 
When an integrating Oracle server accesses the gateway using SQL*Net Version 2.3 
and the TCP/IP protocol adapter, the syntax of the connect descriptor entry in 
tnsnames.ora is:

connect_descriptor =
   (DESCRIPTION=
      (ADDRESS=
         (PROTOCOL=TCP)
         (HOST= host_name )
         (PORT= port_number )
      )
     (CONNECT_DATA=
         (SID= gateway_sid )
        (SERVER=DEDICATED)
     )
   ) 

where:

connect_descriptor is the description of the object to connect to as 
specified when creating the database link.

port_number  matches the port number used by the SQL*Net TNS 
listener that is listening for the gateway. The TNS 
listener’s port number can be found in the listener.ora 
file used by the TNS listener. See “Configuring 
SQL*Net for the Gateway” on page 4-4.

host_name specifies the machine on which the gateway is 
running. The TNS listener’s host name can be found 
in the listener.ora file used by the TNS listener. 

gateway_sid specifies the SID of the gateway server and matches 
the SID specified in the listener.ora file of the TNS 
listener that is listening for the gateway.
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Example
GATEWAY_RMS=
   (DESCRIPTION=
      (ADDRESS=
         (PROTOCOL=TCP)
         (HOST=CORPVMS)
         (PORT=6943)
      )
     (CONNECT_DATA=
         (SID=RMSGTW)
        (SERVER=DEDICATED)
     )
   ) 

Administering Database Links
A connection to the gateway is established through a database link when it is first 
used in an Oracle session. In this context, "connection" refers to the connection 
between the integrating Oracle server and the gateway. The connection remains 
established until the Oracle session ends. Another session or user can access the 
same database link and get a distinct connection to the gateway and RMS.

Database links are active for the duration of a gateway session. To close a database 
link during a session, use the ALTER SESSION statement, or it closes automatically 
when you log off. 

The database and application administrators of a distributed database system are 
responsible for managing the necessary database links that define paths to RMS. For 
more information about using database links, refer to the OracleVn Server 
Administrator’s Guide. 

Creating Database Links
To create a database link and a path to RMS, use the CREATE DATABASE LINK 
statement. The CONNECT TO clause specifies the RMS user ID and password of an 
RMS account. The USING clause points to a tnsnames.ora connect descriptor. 

If you do not specify a user ID and password in the CONNECT TO clause, the 
Oracle database server uses the user ID and password of the current user for the 
database link.
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This syntax describes how to create a database link to access information in RMS:

CREATE [PUBLIC] DATABASE LINK dblink
   CONNECT TO userid  IDENTIFIED BY password
   USING ’ connect_descriptor ’;

where:

Dropping Database Links
You can drop a database link with the DROP DATABASE LINK statement. For 
example, to drop the public database link named GTWRMS, enter:

SQL> DROP [PUBLIC] DATABASE LINK GTWRMS;

Refer to the OracleVn Server Administrator’s Guide for more information about 
dropping database links.

dblink is the complete database link name.

userid is the user ID used to establish a session in RMS. This 
user ID must be a valid RMS user ID and be authorized 
to use any database object on RMS that is referenced in 
the SQL commands. See Chapter 9, “The Transparent 
Gateway Administration Utility” for information to 
create users for RMS.

If userid  contains lowercase letters or 
non-alphanumeric characters, surround userid  with 
double quotation characters. 

password is the password used to establish a gateway session to 
access RMS. This must be a valid RMS account 
password.

If password  contains lowercase letters or 
non-alphanumeric characters, surround password  with 
double quotation characters.

connect_descriptor is the SQL*Net TNS connect descriptor name specified in 
the tnsnames.ora file of the integrating Oracle server, 
used to identify the remote database.
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Examining Available Database Links
The data dictionary of each database stores the definitions of all the database links 
in that database. The USER_DB_LINKS data dictionary views show the database 
links that are defined for a user. Your USER_DB_LINKS data dictionary view shows 
your defined database links. The ALL_DB_LINKS data dictionary views show all 
defined database links. You must have database administrator authority to access 
ALL_DB_LINKS. 

Limiting the Number of Active Database Links
You can limit the number of connections from a user process to remote databases 
with the parameter OPEN_LINKS. This parameter controls the number of remote 
connections that any single user process can use with a single user session. Refer to 
the OracleVn Server Administrator’s Guide for more information about limiting the 
number of active database links.

Multiple Instances of Gateways
If you want to run multiple instances of the gateway, two components must be 
created for each logical gateway:   

■ a gateway data dictionary

■ a gateway initialization file

For more information on multiple instances of a gateway, see “Multiple Instances of 
Gateways” on page 7-10.
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Using the Gateway

Now that the gateway is installed and configured, you can use the gateway to 
access RMS data, perform distributed queries, and copy data. Refer to these topics:

■ Accessing RMS Data Through the Gateway

■ Datatype Conversion

■ Using Synonyms

■ Performing Distributed Queries

■ Copying Data from RMS to Oracle

■ Tracing SQL Statements

■ Error Messages

■ Data Access Methods

■ Limitations of the Gateway
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Accessing RMS Data Through the Gateway
To access RMS data through the gateway, complete these steps on the Oracle 
database server:

1. Login to the Oracle database server.

2. Create a database link to RMS. For example:

SQL> CREATE DATABASE LINK RMS
   CONNECT TO ORACLE IDENTIFIED BY "ALIEN9"
   USING ’GTWRMS’

Note: The database link can also be a public link.

3. Retrieve data from RMS by using the SELECT statement in one of these 
methods:

■ if the CONNECT TO clause of the database link specified ORACLE as the 
user ID, the following example retrieves data from the EMP table in RMS, 
using the name ORACLE as the RMS user:

SQL> SELECT * FROM EMP@RMS

the following SELECT statement retrieves the EMP table in the CORPDATA 
schema, using the name ORACLE as the RMS user:

SQL> SELECT * FROM CORPDATA.EMP@RMS

The ORACLE user must have the appropriate RMS privileges to access the 
CORPDATA.EMP table.

Datatype Conversion
The following table lists the OpenVMS datatypes and their equivalent datatypes in 
GDDL syntax and in Oracle. See the Oracle Open Gateways GDDL Reference for more 
information.  

OpenVMS Datatype GDDL Datatype Oracle Datatype:

signed byte BYTE NUMBER (n)

unsigned byte U_BYTE NUMBER (n)

signed word SMALLINT NUMBER (n)

unsigned word U_SMALLINT NUMBER (n)

signed longword INTEGER NUMBER (n)
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Some OpenVMS datatypes have no Oracle datatype equivalents. Such datatypes 
cannot be converted to gateway GDDL syntax, but they can be retrieved and stored 
using other Oracle datatypes as listed in this table: 

unsigned longword U_INTEGER NUMBER (n)

signed quadword LONGINT NUMBER (n)

floating FLOAT NUMBER (n, m)

D_floating DOUBLE NUMBER (n, m)

character CHAR, LONG CHAR (n), LONG

unsigned numeric U_INTEGER NUMBER (n, m)

left separate numeric L_SEPARATE NUMBER (n, m)

left overpunched numeric L_OVERPUNCH NUMBER (n, m)

right separate numeric R_SEPARATE NUMBER (n, m)

right overpunched numeric R_OVERPUNCH NUMBER (n, m)

packed decimal DECIMAL NUMBER (n, m)

OpenVMS delta time OS_RDATE DATE

OpenVMS absolute date and 
time

OS_DATE DATE

OpenVMS absolute date and 
time

OS_TIMESTAMP DATE

OpenVMS Datatype Suggested Oracle Datatype

unsigned quadword LONGINT, RAW

signed octaword RAW

unsigned octaword RAW

G_floating RAW

H_floating RAW

F_floating_complex RAW

D_floating_complex RAW

H_floating_complex RAW

OpenVMS Datatype GDDL Datatype Oracle Datatype:
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Using Synonyms
You can provide complete data location transparency and network transparency by 
using the synonym feature of Oracle. When a synonym is defined, you do not have 
to know the underlying table or network protocol. A synonym can be public, which 
means that all users of an Oracle database can reference the synonym. A synonym 
can also be defined as private which means every Oracle user must have a synonym 
defined to access an RMS table. Refer to the Oracle database server documentation 
for details on the synonym feature.

This statement creates a public synonym for the EMP table in the schema of user 
ORACLE in RMS:

SQL> CREATE PUBLIC SYNONYM EMP FOR ORACLE.EMP@RMS

Performing Distributed Queries
The Oracle Transparent Gateway technology enables the execution of distributed 
queries that join the Oracle database server and RMS, and any other database for 
which Oracle Corporation provides a gateway. These complex operations are 
transparent to the users requesting the data. 

Example of a Distributed Quer y
This example joins data between the Oracle database server, an IBM DB2 database, 
and RMS: 

SQL> SELECT O.CUSTNAME, P."projno", E.ENAME, SUM(E.RATE*P."hours")

      FROM ORDERS@DB2 O, EMP E, "projects"@RMS P

         WHERE O.PROJNO = P."projno"

         AND P."empno" = E.EMPNO

         GROUP by O.CUSTNAME, P."projno", E.ENAME

Through a combination of views and synonyms, using the following SQL 
statements, the process of distributed queries is transparent to the user:

SQL> CREATE SYNONYM orders for orders@DB2

SQL> CREATE SYNONYM PROJECTS FOR "projects"@RMS

zoned numeric RAW

aligned bit string RAW

unaligned bit string RAW

OpenVMS Datatype Suggested Oracle Datatype
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SQL> CREATE VIEW details (custname,projno,ename,spend)

     AS 

     SELECT O.CUSTNAME, P."projno", E.ENAME, SUM(E.RATE*P."hours")

     FROM orders o, EMP e, projects p

     WHERE O.PROJNO = P."projno"

     AND P."empno" = E.EMPNO

     GROUP BY O.CUSTNAME, P."projno", E.ENAME

Using this SQL statement, you can retrieve information from these three data stores 
in one command:

SQL> SELECT * FROM DETAILS;

The following table is what you retrieve using the previous command:

CUSTNAME         PROJNO           ENAME          SPEND

--------         ------           -----          -----
ABC Co.             1             Jones           400
ABC Co.             1             Smith           180
XYZ Inc.            2             Jones           400
XYZ Inc.            2             Smith           180

Copying Data from RMS to Oracle
The CREATE TABLE command lets you to copy data from RMS to the Oracle 
database server. To create a table on your local database and insert rows from an 
RMS table, use the syntax:

CREATE TABLE table_name  AS query

The following example creates the table EMP in your local Oracle database and 
inserts the rows from the EMP table of RMS:

SQL> CREATE TABLE EMP AS SELECT * FROM SCOTT.EMP@RMS

Alternatively, you can use the SQL*Plus COPY command to copy data from RMS to 
the Oracle database server. For more information about the COPY command, refer 
to the SQL*Plus User’s Guide and Reference.
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Tracing SQL Statements
The integrating Oracle server makes up for most of the SELECT functions not 
supported by the gateway. This might result in the complete WHERE clause being 
stripped from the original SQL statement.

If you need to assess if the SQL statement could be rewritten to improve 
performance, use tracing to see the changes made to a SQL statement by the Oracle 
database server or the gateway.   Tracing is turned on with the OpenVMS logical 
name  GTW_TRACE_INFO in the gateway startup script:

DEFINE GTW_TRACE_INFO 1

Setting GTW_TRACE_INFO to 0, or excluding it from the startup script, turns off 
SQL tracing. Use tracing only while testing and debugging your application. Do not 
use SQL tracing when your application is running in a production environment 
because SQL tracing reduces gateway performance. 

When SQL tracing is on, a log file to collect the trace information is created in the 
directory defined by the OpenVMS logical name ORA_TR4RMS_LOG. By default, 
ORA_TR4RMS_LOG is set to ora_root:[tg4rms.log]. The trace information includes:

■ the SQL statement as it was received by the gateway from the Oracle database 
server 

■ the SQL statement as it was sent to RMS 

■ user information: username, user program, terminal ID, and process ID

The log file name is specified by the OpenVMS logical name LOGFILE in the 
gateway startup script. If the name of the log file is not specified with LOGFILE, the 
gateway creates a file named: 

gatewaysid_number .LOG

where:

For example, a log file name could be tg4rms1_3875.log. Because each gateway 
session creates a new log file, you can find your log files by searching for your 
Oracle username in the log file.

gatewaysid is the SID of the gateway. This value is specified by 
GATEWAY_SID in the gateway startup script.

number is the process identifier (PID) of the gateway process.
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Example:
SQL> SELECT ENAME, DNAME, GRADE FROM GTW_EMP@RMS.US.ORACLE.COM A,
  2  GTW_DEPT@RMS.US.ORACLE.COM B, GTW_SALGRADE@RMS.US.ORACLE.COM C
  3  WHERE A.DEPTNO = B.DEPTNO
  4  AND SAL >= LOSAL AND SAL <= HISAL
  5  AND SAL > (SELECT AVG(SAL) FROM GTW_EMP@RMS;

The entry in the log file for the example SELECT statement is:

>>     SELECT "GRADE","LOSAL","HISAL" FROM "GTW_SALGRADE"

user=SCOTT proces-id=239:226 term=TIGER-PC time=WED MAY 12 14:10:44 
cursor=2
--------------------------------------------------------------
        Incoming Parse SELECT "GRADE","LOSAL","HISAL" 
FROM "GTW_SALGRADE" 
>>    SELECT "ENAME","SAL","DEPTNO" FROM "GTW_EMP"
WHERE "SAL"<=:1 AND "SAL">=:2

Error Messages
Error messages common to all gateway products are documented in the Oracle Open 
Gateways Guide for SQL-Based and Procedural Gateways. Error messages from GDDL 
and TGA are described in Appendix A, “Error Messages”.

Message and Error Code Processing
The gateway architecture includes a number of separate components. Any of these 
components can detect and report an error condition while processing a SQL 
statement that refers to one or more RMS tables. An error condition can be complex, 
involving error codes and supporting data from multiple components. In all cases, 
the application receives a single Oracle error code upon which to act.

Error conditions are represented in two ways:

■ mapped to an Oracle error code

When possible, an error code from RMS is converted to the Oracle error code 
associated with the same logical condition.

Error code mapping is provided to support application designs that test for and 
act upon specific error conditions. The set of mapped errors is limited to those 
associated with conditions that are common to most relational databases. 
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■ messages from the gateway

Most gateway error conditions are reported to the application using one of the 
gateway error codes in the range of ORA-9100 through ORA-9199. These 
messages are less closely linked to RMS conditions. The message format is 
explained under “Interpreting Gateway Message Formats” on page 5-8.

Interpreting Gateway Message Formats
Error codes are generally accompanied by additional message text, beyond the text 
associated with the Oracle message number. The additional text includes details 
about the error. 

Gateway messages have this format:

ORA-nnnn:error_message_text
gateway_message_line

ORA-2063: preceding n lines from dblink  

where:

Most gateway messages exceed the 70 character message area in the Oracle SQLCA. 
Use SQLGLM or OERHMS in the programmatic and Oracle Call Interfaces you use 
with the gateway to view the entire message. Refer to the Programmer’s Guide to the 
Oracle Precompilers for additional information about SQLGLM, and the Programmer’s 
Guide to the OracleVn Server Call Interface for additional information about OERHMS.

nnnn is an Oracle error number.

If nnnn  is between 9100 and 9199, the message is 
from the gateway. If it is not in this range, it is a 
mapped error message.

error_message_text are additional messages generated by the Gateway. 
See “Diagnosing Errors Detected by the Oracle 
Database Server” on page 5-9.

gateway_message_line is the text of the message associated with the error. 

n is the total number of gateway message lines.

dblink is the name of the database link used to access the 
gateway.
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Example:
SELECT * FROM GTW_DEPT@RMS
              *
ERROR at line 1:
ORA-09106: Target system could not obtain IO resource.
%RMS-E-FNF, file not found
ORA-02063: preceding 2 lines from RMS

Incorrectly defining a column’s position or datatype in your GDDL source results in 
the error message:

ORA-01460:  unimplemented or unreasonable conversion requested 

Diagnosing Errors Detected by the Oracle Database Server
If an error is detected by the Oracle database server, the gateway message lines do 
not occur. For example, if the gateway cannot be accessed because of a SQL*Net or 
gateway installation problem, the gateway message line is not present in the 
generated error. 

Another example of an error message without the gateway message line occurs 
when a FOR UPDATE clause is used. This SQL statement causes an error message: 

SELECT * FROM GTW_DEPT@RMS FOR UPDATE

*
ERROR at line 1:
ORA-02070: database RMS does not support select for update in this context

The ORA-02070 message is not accompanied by gateway message lines because the 
error is detected by the Oracle database server. The Oracle database server checks 
the gateway’s capabilities before sending a SQL statement for processing, allowing 
the Oracle database server to detect that the FOR UPDATE clause is invalid. 

Gateway Message Output
The gateway produces four kinds of output:

■ log information

This is a variety of messages issued during the normal operation of the gateway 
that is written to the file specified by the LOG_DESTINATION parameter. The 
extension of this file name is .log. For more information, see the Oracle Open 
Gateways Guide for SQL-Based and Procedural Gateways. 
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■ gateway output 

After the initialization of the network task, the gateway begins execution and 
writes its normal operation output to SYS$OUTPUT, which is usually assigned 
to the network log file. The actual name and location of the output file can be 
reassigned in the gateway startup file. The extension of this file name is .out.

■ gateway error output

If the gateway stops because of an error condition, the cause of the error is 
written to SYS$ERROR, which is usually assigned to the network log file. the 
actual name and location of the error file can be reassigned in the gateway 
startup file. The extension of this file name is .err.

■ SQL tracing information

This information is only written when SQL tracing is turned on. See “Tracing 
SQL Statements” on page 5-6 for more information.

Data Access Methods
To access data from RMS files through the Oracle database server, you must provide 
two types of input to the gateway: the data itself and the GDDL source describing 
how to access and format the data. Data to be read by the gateway must exist in 
RMS files on disk or in segmented files on tape, so that repositioning in the file is 
possible (in the case of synchronized queries, for example).  

GDDL Source
GDDL maps target system objects to Oracle objects. A complete reference to 
specifying GDDL is described in the Oracle Open Gateways GDDL Reference.

When data for an object is returned from RMS, the gateway automatically converts 
it to the appropriate datatype format before it is passed to the integrating server. 
Likewise, before data is passed to RMS, the gateway automatically converts it to the 
appropriate RMS datatype format. Datatype conversion takes place entirely within 
the gateway process.

You must provide a GDDL source file to the gateway. This file's purpose is to 
describe the data to be accessed. It describes: 

■ the mapped table name

■ the location of the data files 

■ the locations and sizes of mapped columns in the data files 
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■ for each mapped column, how to format data in the data files to an Oracle 
equivalent datatype 

Some information is required (where to find the data and how it corresponds to 
database tables). However, many options are available to describe and manipulate 
the file data. For example, the instructions can include directions on how to format 
or filter the data, or how to generate unique ID numbers. Data and control 
information can be combined in a single file. 

Data Formats
Data to be accessed exists in various formats. It is read from single or multiple data 
files.  

Binary or Character Format
The data can be in binary or character format. Data in both binary and character 
formats can be included in both fixed and variable format files. Both data formats 
can be present in a data file at one time. 

Fixed or Variable Format
Data records can be in fixed or variable format. In fixed format, the data is 
contained in records which all have the same format. That is, the records have a 
fixed length, and the data fields in those records have fixed length, type, and 
position.    

For example, columns 1 through 6 can contain a character variable, columns 7 
through 10 can contain an integer, and so on, for all of the records. Thus, fields are 
fixed length, rather than variable length. 

In variable format, sometimes called stream format, each record is only as long as 
necessary to contain the data. For example, with character data, if the first string is 
shorter than the second string, the first record will be shorter. 

In addition, the type of data in each record can vary. One record can contain a 
character string, the next can contain 7 integers, the third can contain 3 decimals 
and a float, and so on. (Note that for this example, all columns must be present. 
Trailing columns cannot be omitted). Operating systems use a record terminator 
character, such as newline, to determine where variable records end. Data can be 
delimited in two ways: enclosed or terminated. Enclosed data is preceded by, and 
followed by, a specified character, such as a double quote, as in: 

"BUNKY EEMO"
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Terminated data is followed by a specified character, such as a comma, as in:

1,1,2,3,5,8,13 

Logical or Physical Records
A record or line, either fixed length or terminated, in a file is called a physical 
record. An operating system-dependent file or record management system, such as 
RMS, returns physical records. 

Logical records, on the other hand, correspond to a row in a database table. 
Sometimes the logical and physical records are equivalent. However, sometimes 
several physical records must be combined to make one logical record. For example, 
three 80-character physical records (that is, 240 characters) could be combined to 
make a single logical record of 24 10-character columns. 

The gateway allows you to compose logical records from multiple physical records 
using continuation fields. While the condition in the continuation field is satisfied, 
the physical records are combined into a single logical record. (Record combination 
is only allowed for ACCESSMODE "sequential".) Multiple physical records can be 
combined to form a single logical record in many ways.

For more information on file-based data access, see the Oracle Open Gateways GDDL 
Reference.

Limitations of the Gateway

Locked RMS Records 
The gateway reads records using the RMS READ feature, regardless of whether 
records are locked. That is, records which are locked for update are still read as 
snapshots. The contents of the records returned by RMS depends on the lock status. 
The record contains the old data or it is skipped with no warning or indication of 
error. 

If you do not want locked records to be returned as snapshot data, specify that the 
gateway wait for the lock to be released. This is done in one of two ways:

■ set the RETRY parameter in the gateway initialization file, or

■ use the RETRY keyword in the GDDL source file 

See the Appendix C, “Gateway Initialization Parameters” and the Oracle Open 
Gateways GDDL Reference for details about using RETRY. See also the discussion of 
share modes in Chapter 7, “RMS Data Definition Issues”.
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Validating an RMS 
The data in an RMS record is validated only when a data field of a selected column 
is retrieved and the data needs conversion. Only the length of RMS records, 
RECLEN, is validated. 

A Single-User Oracle Database Server
If the integrating server is also the supporting the Oracle database server, it cannot 
be a single-user Oracle database server because the gateway must log on to its 
supporting database to access the data dictionary in parallel with the user's 
connection to the integrating server. 

Selecting Data by ROWID 
The gateway can retrieve records by ROWID. When selecting data by ROWID, the 
gateway returns the actual physical record address converted into an Oracle 
ROWID. For example, this SQL SELECT statement:   

SQL> SELECT ROWID, ENAME FROM GTW_EMP@RMS;

results in:

ROWID                                ENAME
------------------------------------ ----------
470106000100000000000000000000000000 SMITH
470106000100000044000000000000000000 ALLEN
470106000100000088000000000000000000 WARD
4701060001000000CC000000000000000000 JONES
470106000100000010010000000000000000 MARTIN
470106000100000054010000000000000000 BLAKE
470106000100000098010000000000000000 CLARK
4701060001000000DC010000000000000000 SCOTT
470106000200000020000000000000000000 KING
470106000200000064000000000000000000 TURNER
4701060002000000A8000000000000000000 ADAMS
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ROWID                                ENAME
------------------------------------ ----------
4701060002000000EC000000000000000000 JAMES
470106000200000030010000000000000000 FORD
470106000200000074010000000000000000 MILLER
 
14 rows selected.

The gateway changes the converted ROWID back into an RMS physical record 
address before using it. The advantage to this is that with a physical address the 
gateway can access a record directly rather than searching sequentially through the 
file from the beginning to find the information. 

Using ROWID, a data file is accessed once instead of many times. The benefit, of 
course, is that the search is much faster. For example, to retrieve the record for 
ADAMS, you would enter: 

SQL> SELECT EMPNO, ENAME, JOB, MGR, SAL, DEPTNO
  2  FROM GTW_EMP@RMS WHERE ROWID =
  3  '4701060002000000A8000000000000000000';

which results in: 

EMPNO ENAME      JOB              MGR        SAL     DEPTNO
----- ------     ----             ---        ---     ------
7876  ADAMS      CLERK           7788       1100         20

Note: The returned values for ROWID are different if you run the 
SELECT statement yourself because the values represent the 
physical record addresses on your system.

Note: SQL*Forms,Version 3.0 and previous releases, are not 
supported because of an unsupported datatype limitation with 
ROWID. For more information, refer to Volume 2 of the Forms 4.0 
documentation.
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Case Studies

The case studies demonstrate some of the features of the gateway. You can verify 
that the gateway is installed and operating correctly by using the demonstration 
files included on the distribution CD-ROM. Refer to these topics:

■ Demonstration Files

■ Demonstration Requirements

■ Case 1

■ Case 2

■ Case 3

■ Case 4

■ Case 5

 See “Creating SCOTT and Demonstration Files” on page 4-8 for information about 
installing the demonstration files for the case studies.
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Demonstration Files
The distribution CD-ROM contains a set of files for each case. A set includes:

■ a GDDL source file 

■ a SQL command file

■ a data file

After a successful gateway installation, use the demonstration files stored in the 
directory ora_tg4rms_demo. The directory contains these demonstration file:

Demonstration Requirements
The cases assume these requirements have been met: 

■ the gateway is installed on a public basis

■ the RMS data dictionary tables are installed

■ the gateway demonstration tables are installed

■ the integrating Oracle server has an account named SCOTT with a password of 
TIGER

■ the integrating Oracle server with procedural and distributed options, has a 
database link called rms (set up as public or private to the user SCOTT), which 
invokes the gateway

■ SQL*Net Version 2 or Net8 is configured correctly and running

■ SQL*Plus is available

GDDL Source File SQL Command File RMS Data File

gtw_dept.ctl case1.sql gtw_dept.dat

gtw_dept1.clt case1_1.sql gtw_dept.dat

gtw_emp.ctl case2.sql gtw_emp.dat

gtw_emp1.ctl case3.sql gtw_emp1.dat

gtw_emp2.ctl case4.sql gtw_emp2.idx

gtw_salgrade.ctl case5.sql gtw_salgrade.dat
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Creating the Demonstration Files
The case studies are based on the GTW_EMP, GTW_DEPT, and GTW_SALGRADE 
tables. Two scripts are used to create a new user SCOTT with a password of TIGER 
in the RMS data dictionary. The demonstration tables are created under SCOTT’s 
schema. 

Similar steps are necessary for all other gateway users who need to create RMS 
tables. Refer to “Creating SCOTT and Demonstration Files” on page 4-8, Chapter 7, 
“RMS Data Definition Issues”, and Chapter 9, “The Transparent Gateway 
Administration Utility” for more information. 

Demonstration Tables Definitions 
The table definitions are listed below using information retrieved by an Oracle 
DESCRIBE command executed within SQL*DBA or SQL*Plus. The datatypes under 
the "Type" column are Oracle datatypes.

GTW_EMP
Name                            Null?    Type 
------------------------------- -------- ---- 
EMPNO                           NOT NULL NUMBER(4) 
ENAME                                    VARCHAR2(10) 
JOB                                      VARCHAR2(9) 
MGR                                      NUMBER(4) 
HIREDATE                                 DATE 
SAL                                      FLOAT(7,2) 
COMM                                     FLOAT(7,2)
DEPTNO                                   NUMBER(2)

GTW_DEPT
Name                            Null?    Type 
------------------------------- -------- ---- 
DEPTNO                          NOT NULL NUMBER(2) 
DNAME                                    VARCHAR2(14) 
LOC                                      VARCHAR2(13) 
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GTW_SALGRADE
Name                            Null?    Type 
------------------------------- -------- ---- 
GRADE                                    NUMBER 
LOSAL                                    NUMBER 
HISAL                                    NUMBER

Case 1
Case 1 demonstrates: 

■ a GDDL source file identifying one table and three columns to access

■ accessing variable length fields and records

■ the effect of specifying field lengths in the GDDL file 

The GDDL source file, ora_tg4rms_demo:gtw_dept1.ctl, contains:

DATABASE  RMS
SCHEMA    SCOTT
DEFINE
TABLE     GTW_DEPT1 
FIELDS TERMINATED BY "," OPTIONALLY ENCLOSED BY ’"’
INFILE    ’ORA_TG4RMS_DEMO:GTW_DEPT.DAT’
(
    DEPTNO  CHAR_INTEGER,
    DNAME   VARCHAR2,
    LOC     CHAR
)

The data file, ora_tg4rms_demo:gtw_dept.dat, contains:

10,"ACCOUNTING","NEW YORK"
20,"RESEARCH","DALLAS"
30,"SALES","CHICAGO"
40,"OPERATIONS","BOSTON"

Note: These tables differ somewhat from the standard Oracle 
demonstration tables EMP, DEPT and SALGRADE, to illustrate 
how the gateway processes the data.
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Notes:
■ The DEFINE statement is required after the SCHEMA statement.

■ The TABLE statement is required to identify the table (GTW_DEPT1).

■ Data fields are terminated by commas, but can also be enclosed by quotation 
marks. No lengths are specified for the fields; they default to the Oracle 
maximum length for the appropriate datatype.

■ The names of columns to be defined are enclosed in parentheses.

Specifying No Field Length
No field sizes are specified in the GDDL source file for Case 1-1. The size of the 
columns in the Oracle table default to Oracle maximum lengths. Execute a 
DESCRIBE command for the table name to see the size and type of the columns.

To run Case 1-1, enter:

VMS> SQLPLUS SCOTT/TIGER
SQL> @CASE1_1

Case 1-1 issues this statement:

SELECT * FROM GTW_DEPT1@RMS; 

which results in: 

    DEPTNO DNAME          LOC 
---------- -------------- ------------- 
        10 ACCOUNTING     NEW YORK 
        20 RESEARCH       DALLAS 
        30 SALES          CHICAGO 
        40 OPERATIONS     BOSTON 

4 rows selected.

Some formatting with SQL*Plus commands was necessary to achieve a reasonable 
output. The FORMAT commands in case1_1.sql are:

COL DNAME FORMAT A12
COL LOC FORMAT A12

When no field sizes are specified in the control file, the column sizes in the Oracle 
table default to Oracle maximum lengths.
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Specifying a Field Length
The same RMS file can be described using control file gtw_dept.ctl, which specifies 
lengths for the RMS fields corresponding to the standard Oracle demonstration 
table DEPT. This case results in a different column representation in the RMS data 
dictionary.

Columns defined without a length in the GDDL source file default to the Oracle 
maximum length for that datatype:

Name                            Null?    Type 
------------------------------- -------- ---- 
DEPTNO                                   NUMBER(42) 
DNAME                                    VARCHAR2(2000)
LOC                                      CHAR(255)

The GTW_DEPT table uses the same RMS file as the GTW_DEPT1 table but with 
lengths defined to match the standard Oracle DEPT table installed under user 
SCOTT:

Name                            Null?    Type 
------------------------------- -------- ---- 
DEPTNO                                   NUMBER(2) 
DNAME                                    VARCHAR2(14)
LOC                                      VARCHAR2(13)

To run Case 1, enter:

VSM> SQLPLUS SCOTT/TIGER
SQL> @CASE1

Case 1 issues this SQL statement:

SELECT * FROM GTW_DEPT@RMS;

which results in:

 DEPTNO    DNAME          LOC 
---------- -------------- ------------- 
        10 ACCOUNTING     NEW YORK 
        20 RESEARCH       DALLAS 
        30 SALES          CHICAGO 
        40 OPERATIONS     BOSTON 

4 rows selected.
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Case 2
Case 2 demonstrates: 

■ a GDDL source file identifying a data file and the table and columns to be 
accessed 

■ a fixed format data file

■ the field positions and datatypes specified in the GDDL source file

■ the mapping of black fields to Oracle NULL values

■ the use of GDDL datatypes CHAR_DECIMAL, CHAR_INTEGER, and DATE

The GDDL source file, ora_tg4rms_demo:gtw_emp.ctl, contains: 

DATABASE  RMS
SCHEMA    SCOTT
DEFINE    
TABLE     GTW_EMP
INFILE    ’ORA_TG4RMS_DEMO:GTW_EMP.DAT’
(
  EMPNO      POSITION (01:04)    CHAR_INTEGER,
  ENAME      POSITION (06:15)    CHAR,
  JOB        POSITION (17:25)    CHAR,
  MGR        POSITION (27:30)    CHAR_INTEGER,
  HIREDATE   POSITION (32:40)    DATE "DD-Mon-YY"
  SAL        POSITION (44:50)    CHAR_DECIMAL,
  COMM       POSITION (55:61)    CHAR_DECIMAL,
  DEPTNO     POSITION (66:67)    CHAR_INTEGER,
)

Notes:
■ The DEFINE statement is required following the SCHEMA statement.

■ The TABLE statement is required to identify the table to access.

■ The datatypes CHAR_DECIMAL and CHAR_INTEGER DATE identify the 
datatype of fields in the RMS file.

■ The set of column specifications is enclosed in parentheses.
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The data file, ora_tg4rms_demo:gtw_emp.dat, contains:

EMPNO ENAME   JOB         MGR   HIREDATE   SAL   COMM   DEPTNO
----- -----   ---         ---   --------   ---   ----   ------
7369  SMITH   CLERK       7902  17-DEC-80   800             20 
7499  ALLEN   SALESMAN    7698  20-FEB-81  1600   300       30 
7521  WARD    SALESMAN    7698  22-FEB-81  1250   500       30 
7566  JONES   MANAGER     7839  02-APR-81  2975             20 
7654  MARTIN  SALESMAN    7698  28-SEP-81  1250  1400       30 
7698  BLAKE   MANAGER     7839  01-MAY-81  2850             30 
7782  CLARK   MANAGER     7839  09-JUN-81  2450             10 
7788  SCOTT   ANALYST     7566  19-JAN-94  3000             20 
7839  KING    PRESIDENT         17-NOV-81  5000             10 
7844  TURNER  SALESMAN    7698  08-SEP-81  1500     0       30 
7876  ADAMS   CLERK       7788  22-FEB-94  1100             20 
7900  JAMES   CLERK       7698  03-DEC-81   950             30 
7902  FORD    ANALYST     7566  03-DEC-81  3000             20 
7934  MILLER  CLERK       7782  23-JAN-82  1300             10

To run Case 2, enter:

VMS> SQLPLUS SCOTT/TIGER
SQL> @CASE2

Case 2 issues this SQL statement:

SQL> SELECT SUM(SAL), SUM(COMM), SUM(SAL + NVL(COMM,0))
  2  "TOTAL MONTHLY EXPENSES OF ", DEPTNO "DEPARTMENT"
  3  FROM GTW_EMP@RMS GROUP BY DEPTNO
  4  HAVING SUM(SAL + NVL(COMM,0)) > 10000;

The result is:

SUM(SAL)    SUM(COMM) TOTAL MONTHLY EXPENSES OF DEPARTMENT
----------  --------- ------------------------- ----------
   10875                                10875         20
    9400       2200                     11600         30

2 rows selected.

Case 3 
Case 3 demonstrates: 

■ joins between three RMS tables 

■ the use of the GDDL keyword CONTINUEIF to combine two physical records 
into one logical record 
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■ a subordinate SELECT statement referencing the same RMS tables as the 
primary SELECT statement

The GDDL source file, ora_tg4rms_demo:gtw_salgrade.ctl, contains:

DATABASE  RMS
SCHEMA    SCOTT
DEFINE
TABLE     GTW_SALGRADE
CONTINUEIF NEXT (1) = ’*’
FIELDS TERMINATED BY "," OPTIONALLY ENCLOSED BY ’"’
INFILE     ’ORA_TRG4RMS_DMEO:GTW_SALGRADE.DAT’
(
    GRADE  CHAR_INTEGER,
    LOSAL  CHAR_INTEGER,
    HISAL  CHAR_INTEGER
)

The RMS file contains:

 1,  700
*  1200
 2, 1201,
*  1400
 3, 1401,  2000
 4, 2001,  3000
 5, 3001,
*  9999

The CONTINUEIF NEXT entry in the GDDL source file specifies that only physical 
records beginning with asterisk (*) are appended to the preceding physical record to 
form one logical record. The GTW_SALGRADE table contains five rows, while the 
RMS file contains eight records.

To run Case 3, enter: 

VMS> SQLPLUS SCOTT/TIGER 
SQL> @CASE3

which executes the SQL statement: 

SELECT ENAME, DNAME, GRADE 
FROM GTW_EMP@RMS A, GTW_DEPT@RMS B,
GTW_SALGRADE@RMS C 
WHERE A.DEPTNO = B.DEPTNO 
AND SAL >= LOSAL AND SAL <= HISAL 
AND SAL > (SELECT AVG(SAL) FROM GTW_EMP@RMS); 
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which results in: 

ENAME      DNAME               GRADE 

---------- -------------- ---------- 
CLARK      ACCOUNTING              4 
KING       ACCOUNTING              5 
SCOTT      RESEARCH                4 
FORD       RESEARCH                4 
JONES      RESEARCH                4 
BLAKE      SALES                   4 

6 rows selected.

Case 4
Case 4 demonstrates: 

■ how to combine two physical records using the GDDL keyword 
CONCATENATE

The GDDL CONCATENATE keyword creates a logical record which appears 
the same as the one in Case 2; therefore, the POSITION specifications are 
identical to those in the GDDL source file for Case 2.

■ the use of the GDDL function SEQUENCE 

■ the use of a generated column

The LOADSEQ column is a generated column. Its values are generated 
internally by the gateway using the GDDL SEQUENCE function and do not 
appear in the RMS source records. SEQUENCE specifies that unique values are 
assigned to LOADSEQ, starting from zero and incrementing by one, for each 
logical record read from the RMS file.

■ downloading data from an RMS file into a new Oracle table using the CREATE 
TABLE AS SELECT statement

A new Oracle table is created by uploading from the gateway the 
EMPNO,ENAME, JOB and DEPTNO values of the first nine records in the file 
specified by the INFILE statement.
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The RMS file for this case is the same as the data file gtw_emp.dat in Case 2 except 
that each physical record is divided after column 40. The GDDL source file, 
ora_tg4ms.demo:gtw_emp1.ctl, specifies with the CONCATENATE keyword that 
each logical record is built from two physical records:

DATABASE  RMS
SCHEMA    SCOTT
DEFINE    
TABLE     GTW_EMP1
CONCATENATE 2
INFILE    ’ORA_TG4RMS_DEMO:GTW_EMP1.DAT’
(
  EMPNO      POSITION (01:04)    CHAR_INTEGER,
  ENAME      POSITION (06:15)    CHAR,
  JOB        POSITION (17:25)    CHAR,
  MGR        POSITION (27:30)    CHAR_INTEGER,
  HIREDATE   POSITION (32:40)    DATE "DD-Mon-YY"
  SAL        POSITION (44:50)    CHAR_DECIMAL,
  COMM       POSITION (55:61)    CHAR_DECIMAL,
  DEPTNO     POSITION (66:67)    CHAR_INTEGER,
  LOADSEQ    SEQUENCE (0,1)
)

The RMS file contains:

EMPNO ENAME   JOB         MGR   HIREDATE   SAL   COMM   DEPTNO
----- -----   ---         ---   --------   ---   ----   ------
7369  SMITH   CLERK       7902  17-DEC-80   800             20 
7499  ALLEN   SALESMAN    7698  20-FEB-81  1600   300       30 
7521  WARD    SALESMAN    7698  22-FEB-81  1250   500       30 
7566  JONES   MANAGER     7839  02-APR-81  2975             20 
7654  MARTIN  SALESMAN    7698  28-SEP-81  1250  1400       30 
7698  BLAKE   MANAGER     7839  01-MAY-81  2850             30 
7782  CLARK   MANAGER     7839  09-JUN-81  2450             10 
7788  SCOTT   ANALYST     7566  19-JAN-94  3000             20 
7839  KING    PRESIDENT         17-NOV-81  5000             10 
7844  TURNER  SALESMAN    7698  08-SEP-81  1500     0       30 
7876  ADAMS   CLERK       7788  22-FEB-94  1100             20 
7900  JAMES   CLERK       7698  03-DEC-81   950             30 
7902  FORD    ANALYST     7566  03-DEC-81  3000             20 
7934  MILLER  CLERK       7782  23-JAN-82  1300             10
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To run Case 4, enter:

VMS> SQLPLUS SCOTT/TIGER
SQL> @CASE4

which issues these statements:

CREATE TABLE FIRST_EMPS AS
       (SELECT EMPNO, ENAME, JOB, HIREDATE, DEPTNO
        FROM GTW_EMP1@RMS WHERE LOADSEQ <= 8);
SELECT * FROM FIRST_EMPS;

The results are:

EMPNO ENAME   JOB        HIREDATE      DEPTNO
----- -----   ---        --------      ------ 
7369  SMITH   CLERK      17-DEC-80         20 
7499  ALLEN   SALESMAN   20-FEB-81         30 
7521  WARD    SALESMAN   22-FEB-81         30 
7566  JONES   MANAGER    02-APR-81         20 
7654  MARTIN  SALESMAN   28-SEP-81         30 
7698  BLAKE   MANAGER    01-MAY-81         30 
7782  CLARK   MANAGER    09-JUN-81         10 
7788  SCOTT   ANALYST    19-JAN-94         20 
7839  KING    PRESIDENT  17-NOV-81         10 

9 rows selected.

Case 5
Case 5 demonstrates:

■ accessing data by indexing

■ accessing data by ROWID 

■ a PL/SQL procedure with bind variables executing against an RMS table.

■ the use of the gateway’s SQL tracing facility to see how the SQL statement is 
received by the gateway from the integrating Oracle server and to verify that 
indexed access has occurred

The GDDL source file for this case is similar to the one used for Case 2 except that 
EMPNO is now defined as being a primary key. The EMPNO column corresponds 
to an RMS key field that is a 4-byte integer value. The index file, gtw_emp2.idx, is 
ordered based on the key value.
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The GDDL source file, ora_tg4rms_demo:gtw_emp2.ctl, contains:

DATABASE  RMS
SCHEMA    SCOTT
DEFINE    
TABLE     GTW_EMP2
INFILE    ’ORA_TG4RMS_DEMO:GTW_EMP2.IDX’
ACCESSMODE ’INDEX’
(EMPNO          INTEGER   KEY UNIQUE PRIMARY
,ENAME          CHAR(11)
,JOB            CHAR(10)
,MGR            CHAR_INTEGER(4)
,SAL            CHAR_INTEGER(4)
,DEPTNO         CHAR_INTEGER(2)
)

Notes:
■ The gtw_emp2.idx file is in binary format.

■ The GDDL source file uses ACCESSMODE to specify that access should use 
indexed retrieval when ever possible. If ACCESSMODE were omitted, the RMS 
file would be accessed sequentially. For more information about 
ACCESSMODE, see “The ACCESSMODE Keyword” on page 7-8.

■ The GTW_TRACE_INFO logical name must be set to "1" in your gateway 
startup script to enable SQL tracing.

To run Case 5, enter:

VMS> SQLPLUS SCOTT/TIGER 
SQL> @CASE5

which issues:

DECLARE
ENO        NUMBER(5);
DNO        NUMBER(5);
RID        VARCHAR2(64);
BEGIN
ENO  := 7782;
SELECT ROWID INTO RID FROM GTW_EMP2@RMS
WHERE EMPNO = ENO;
SELECT DEPTNO INTO DNO FROM GTW_EMP2@RMS
WHERE ROWID = RID;
DBMS_OUTPUT.PUT_LINE(’The retrieved deptno is: ’|| DNO);
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END;
\

which results in:

The retrieved deptno is: 10

The first SELECT statement uses indexed accessing because it satisfies the 
conditions as described in Chapter 8, “Fast Data Access”. The trace output shows 
that a key search on the file was made using the RMS key corresponding to the 
column EMPNO.

The second SELECT statement relies on ROWID access to position to the correct RMS 
record. Because indexed accessing was not used, the trace output does not indicate 
a key search.

The trace file contains this information: 

>>     SELECT ROWID,"EMPNO" FROM "GTW_EMP2" WHERE "EMPNO"=:1

key search using: EMPNO
search condition: EMPNO = 7782

>>     SELECT ROWID,"DEPTNO" FROM "GTW_EMP2" WHERE ROWID=:1
        ROWID value = <470106000300000005000000000000000000>
        ROWID value length = 18
        operator = equal to
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                                                            RMS Data Definition I
7

RMS Data Definition Issues

This chapter discusses non-generic GDDL, gateway data dictionary, and 
administrator tool functions. Refer to these topics:

■ GDDL Issues

■ Gateway Data Dictionary and TGA Issues

■ Multiple Instances of Gateways

See the Oracle Open Gateways GDDL Reference for more information. 
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GDDL Issues

The RMS Special String
The RMS special string allows you to control the RMS share mode used by the 
gateway when it accesses a data file. The special string is appended to the INFILE 
statement in the GDDL source file. For example:

INFILE filespec  RMS ’SHRGET, SHRPUT’

You can specify one or more share modes. Each mode corresponds to a bit setting in 
the FAB$B_SHR field as described in the OpenVMS Record Management Services 
Reference Manual. Before the gateway opens the data file, it sets the FAB$B_SHR 
field to reflect the share modes defined in the GDDL source file. The default share 
mode used by the gateway when no special clause is defined is equivalent to:

INFILE filespec  RMS ’SHRGET, SHRPUT, SHRDEL, SHRUPD’

The valid share mode options are: 

Datatype Support
This section contains important information that supplements the datatype 
information in the Oracle Open Gateways GDDL Reference. 

OS_DATE
OS_DATE is converted to the Oracle DATE datatype and contains the date with the 
time set to 00:00:00.

OpenVMS Datatype: absolute date and time.

SHRDEL allows other users to delete records from the file.

SHRGET allows other users to read the file.

SHRNIL prohibits file sharing by other users. If specified with other share 
mode options, it takes precedence.

SHRPUT allows other users to write records to the file or to extend the file.

SHRUPD allows other users to update records that currently exist in the file, or 
to extend the file.
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OS_TIMESTAMP
OS_TIMESTAMP is converted to the Oracle DATE datatype which contains the date 
and time. Because DATE does not allow a time value less than a whole second, the 
time is truncated to whole seconds.

OpenVMS Datatype: absolute date and time.

OS_RDATE
OS_RDATE is converted to the Oracle DATE datatype. OS_RDATE can be used for a 
field containing a OpenVMS delta time. The value of this field is not returned 
directly. It is first added to, or subtracted from, a reference date which you specify, 
and the result is returned. Addition is the default. You can specify which reference 
date to use by one of these methods:

■ Refer to another column in the table that contains a OpenVMS absolute date 
and time. The other column must be a OpenVMS datatype OS_DATE or 
OS_TIMESTAMP.

■ Specify a date value. It can be a time specification with a two-digit fraction. If 
you omit the time specification, the default value is 00.00.00.

If you do not specify a reference date, the system date is used. This date is retrieved 
only once when the GDDL source file is parsed. Fractional parts are taken into 
account in the calculation, but because Oracle does not support fractional parts in 
an Oracle DATE datatype, any fractional part resulting from the calculation is 
discarded. You can also specify the type of calculation: addition or subtraction. You 
can also specify whether the resulting Oracle DATE value is truncated (that is, 
whether the time should be set to 00:00:00 after the calculation). The default is to not 
truncate.  

The syntax for OS_RDATE is:

OS_RDATE     [ ( { column_ref  | date_constant  } [,{ + | - } ]
                 [ , TRUNCATE ] )         |
             ( { + V - } [, TRUNCATE ] ) |
             ( TRUNCATE ) ]

Note: If you specify a parameter list with OS_RDATE, the list 
must contain one or more parameters. OS_RDATE() is not valid.
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where, 

column_ref refers to an OS_DATE or OS_TIMESTAMP field in the GDDL 
source file. The value of that field is used as the OpenVMS 
absolute time to which the OS_RDATE column value is added 
or subtracted. The column must defined by an 
OS_TIMESTAMP or OS_DATE datatype.

date_constant represents the date format:

’YYYY-MM-DD’  or ’YY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS.FF’

where,

YYYY is the year, specified by four numbers

MM is the month of the year, specified by two numbers (1 to 12)

DD is the day of the month, specified by two numbers (1 to 31)

HH for the hour, specified by two numbers (00-59)

MM for minutes, specified by two numbers (00-59)

SS for seconds, specified by two numbers (00-59)

FF for fractions of seconds, specified by two numbers (00-59) 
The default time is 00:00:00:00.

The value of date_constant  is used as the OpenVMS 
absolute time to which the value of the OS_DATE column is 
added or subtracted.

+ specifies that the field value is to be added to the date 
reference.

- specifies that the field value is to be subtracted to the date 
reference.

TRUNCATE specifies that the time portion of the resulting Oracle DATE 
datatype is to be set to 00:00:00:00.

OpenVMS Datatype: delta time.
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Examples:
TABLE DATE_EX1
(
   . .
   REDATEADD POSITION(25) OS_RDATE,

   REDATESUB POSITION(25) OS_RDATE(-0),

   . .

)

RELDATEADD defines data fields that contain OpenVMS delta time. No parameters 
are given so default values are used. The field value is added to the system time and 
the result is returned without truncating the time portion. However, the factional 
portion of the time is truncated because of the Oracle DATE datatype requirements.

RELDATESUB differs only in that the field value is subtracted from the system time.

In the next example, ADDTOABSDATE specifies that the value of the data field is 
added to the value of ABSDATE field. Before the date is returned as an Oracle DATE 
datatype, the time portion is set to 00:00:00.

TABLE DATE_EX2

(

   ..

   ABSDATE             OS_TIMESTAMP,

   .

   .
   ADDTOABSDATE OS_RDATE(ABSDATE, TRUNCATE),

   ..

)
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This example illustrates the use of date_constant :

TABLE DATE_EX3

(

   ..

   ADDTOCONST1 OS_RDATE(’1991-07-31’),
   
   ADDTOCONST2 OS_RDATE(’1968-07-31 14:12:04:01’, -, TRUNCATE),

   ..

)

R_OVERPUNCH
A special clause allows you to specify that the R_OVERPUNCH datatype should 
use the DIBOL conversion format rather than the OpenVMS format. For example: 

DATABASE  RMS
SCHEMA    SCOTT
TABLE     RO_TYPES
INFILE    ’DATLOC:RO.DAT’
(
   VAX_RO  R_OVERPUNCH(5),
   DIB_RO  R_OVERPUNCH(5) RMS "DIBOL"
)

The first column is defined as a value in OpenVMS overpunch format and the 
second in DIBOL. The special RMS clause is used only with R_OVERPUNCH. If it 
appears with any other datatype, the gateway TGA utility rejects the GDDL source 
and fails to create the table. This error occurs:

GTW:09116: GTW: Definitions of target system data object is inconsistent

RRECN
RRECN corresponds to the relative record number of an RMS relative file, or to a 
sequential file with fixed-length records.

The data is a positive integer longword value (4 bytes). It is converted by the 
gateway into an internal form used for representing ROWIDs:

VARCHAR2(36)
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A column mapped to an RRECN field can be used for fast ROWID positioning 
within a table mapped from relative or fixed-length sequential files. For relative 
files, ROWID positioning is done using RRECN or RRECA values.

For sequential files, however, RRECN values are supported only if the file is in 
fixed-length format and the GDDL source file contains the clause ACCESSMODE 
’RELATIVE’. See “The ACCESSMODE Keyword” on page 7-8 for more details.

Example:
The tables EMP and DEPT have an employee-to-department relationship maintained 
by a RRECN field in the RMS file belonging to table EMP, rather than by a key 
defined in DEPTNO of both tables. DEPT must be a relative or fixed-length sequential 
file, and for each record in the EMP table, the column DEPTNO contains the relative 
record number of the DEPT record to which the employee belongs. The GDDL 
source file contains:

DATABASE RMS
SCHEMA   SCOTT
DEFINE
TABLE    EMP
INFILE   ’DATA_LOC:EMP.DAT’
(EMPNO          CHAR_INTEGER(4),
ENAME           CHAR(11),
JOB             CHAR(10),
MGR             CHAR_INTEGER(4),
SAL             CHAR_INTEGER(4),
DEPTNO          RRECN
)

The SQL statement for directly accessing the DEPT record of employee KING is:

SQL>  SELECT DNAME, LOC FROM DEPT@RMS WHERE ROWID =
  2   SELECT DEPTNO FROM EMP@RMS WHERE ENAME = ’KING’);

RRECA
Datatype RRECA corresponds to the record file address (RFA) of an RMS file. See 
the OpenVMS Record Management Services Reference Manual for more information 
about RFA.

The data is a 3-word positive integer value (6 bytes) which defines the physical disk 
address of a single RMS record. It is converted by the gateway into an internal form 
used for representing ROWIDs:

VARCHAR2(36)
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A column mapped to a RRECA field can be used for fast ROWID positioning in 
tables mapped from any RMS file organization. ROWIDs are mapped to RRECN 
values only when a file is fixed-length sequential and the GDDL source file contains 
the clause ACCESSMODE ’RELATIVE’.

The ACCESSMODE Keyword
RMS file organization and record format are defined when the file is created and 
cannot be modified by the gateway. However, the GDDL ACCESSMODE clause 
gives you some control over how the gateway should open the RMS file and which 
access method to use. The valid ACCESSMODE options are:

■ INDEX

■ RELATIVE

■ SEQUENTIAL

If ACCESSMODE is omitted, the default mode depends on the RMS file 
organization. If present, the clause must appear immediately after the words 
INFILE  filespec  in the GDDL source file. See the Oracle Open Gateways GDDL 
Reference for a general discussion of ACCESSMODE.

INDEX
The gateway should use indexed access whenever possible. The RMS file 
organization must be defined as an indexed file. For example, the GDDL source file 
would contain:

INFILE  ’MY_LOC:GTW_EMP.IDX’  ACCESSMODE ’INDEX’

Specifying this access mode for other RMS file organizations results in an 
ORA-09116 error.

The default access mode for index files is sequential organization. If you want the 
gateway to use RMS keys when accessing an RMS file, you must specify 
ACCESSMODE ’INDEX’ so the gateway can allocate key handling areas before 
opening the RMS file. The GDDL clause OPTIONS (SEQUENTIAL) overrides 
ACCESSMODE.

Indexed access occurs only if:

1. The RMS file is defined as an indexed file.

2. ACCESSMODE ’INDEX’ is specified in the GDDL source file.

3. OPTIONS (SEQUENTIAL) is not specified in the GDDL source file.
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4. At least one column has a key attribute defined.

5. The SQL query has a WHERE clause using the key column, which meets the 
conditions described in Chapter 8, “Fast Data Access”.

SEQUENTIAL
The gateway uses sequential access only when the RMS file organization is defined 
as indexed or sequential. This is the default access mode for indexed and sequential 
files. For example, the GDDL source file would contain:

INFILE ’MY_LOC:GTW_DEPT.DAT’  ACCESSMODE ’SEQUENTIAL’

Specifying this access mode for relative files results in an ORA-09116 error.

When accessing an indexed file in sequential mode, the file is opened for sequential 
access only. Key attributes defined on columns in the GDDL source file are ignored 
and every SQL query results in a full table scan, unless the access is by ROWID. 
Sequential mode can provide much faster performance than the index mode when 
all or most of the records in an RMS file are retrieved by the gateway; for example, 
when downloading data from RMS.

For sequential fields, ROWIDs are defined in terms of the RRECA values (3-word 
RFA).

RELATIVE
The RMS file must be organized as relative or fixed-length sequential. For example, 
the GDDL source file would contain:

INFILE ’MY_LOC:GTW_SAL.DAT’  ACCESSMODE ’RELATIVE’

Specifying this access mode in other cases results in an ORA-09116 error.

ROWIDs are defined in terms of 4-byte RRECN values. For relative files, the relative 
record number is the same as the RFA for any record. There is no need to 
distinguish between RRECN and RRECA values when the gateway presents a 
ROWID.

For fixed-length sequential files, however, there is an important distinction. With 
this access mode a record’s ROWID is presented differently than for sequential 
access. For example, two GDDL source file share the same INFILE description of an 
RMS file defined fixed-length sequential. Table FSEQ1 is defined in the GDDL 
source file using ACCESSMODE ’RELATIVE’. Table FSEQ2 is defined using 
ACCESSMODE ’SEQUENTIAL’.
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Their column definitions and GDDL source contents are identical in all other ways. 
Because the underlying data for the two tables is the same, the tables are identical in 
all respects except when it comes to ROWID processing:

SQL> SELECT ROWID FROM FSEQ1@RMS WHERE COL1 = ’bb’;

The returned ROWID is:

     ROWID
     -------------------------------------
     4701060002000000000000000000000000000

SQL> SELECT ROWID FROM FSEQ2@RMS WHERE COL1 =’bb’;

The returned ROWID is:

     ROWID
     -------------------------------------
     4701060001000000080000000000000000000

The ROWID returned by the query on FSEQ2 contains a RRECA value. It could be 
used for positioning within FSEQ2 but not FSEQ1. The ROWID returned by the 
query on FSEQ1 contains a RRECN value. Using it to position within FSEQ2 results 
in this error:

SQL> SELECT VAX FROM FSEQ2@RMS WHERE ROWID =
  2  ’470106000200000000000000000000000000’;
ERROR:
ORA-01410: invalid ROWID
 %RMS-E-EOF, end of file detected
ORA-02063: preceding 2 lines from RMS

Gateway Data Dictionary and TGA Issues
For more information on the Gateway Data Dictionary, see Chapter 9, “The 
Transparent Gateway Administration Utility” and Appendix B, “Gateway Data 
Dictionary Views”.

Multiple Instances of Gateways
To run multiple instances of the gateway, two components must be created for each 
logical gateway:    

■ a gateway data dictionary 

■ a gateway initialization file 
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Every time a gateway starts, it reads its initialization file. The location and name of 
this initialization file depends on your system, as does the setup to access a 
particular instance of a gateway. 

The DB_NAME initialization parameter identifies the gateway instance. DB_NAME 
is used to associate the gateway with the correct gateway data dictionary. 
DB_NAME is the same value as the database name defined for the DATABASE 
clause in a GDDL source file. This ensures that schemas and tables are always 
created in the correct gateway data dictionary. DB_NAME is required in the 
gateway initialization file. An error results if you omit it. 

DB_NAME must have the same value as the database name supplied when you 
created the gateway data dictionary using the CREATE DATABASE command or 
TGA. 

Using a CREATE DATABASE LINK statement in an Oracle environment when 
global naming is turned on, the database link created has the domain name of the 
initialization file appended to the database link name.

Creating a Gateway Data Dictionary 
A gateway data dictionary is created with a CREATE DATABASE command or with 
TGA. The CREATE DATABASE syntax is: 

CREATE DATABASE database ;

where database  is used as the prefix for the owner name of the gateway data 
dictionary: database _owner . All associated gateway data dictionary views are 
prefixed with database . 

To create a gateway data dictionary with TGA, enter this syntax at the operating 
system command line:

TG4RMSTGA -i " db_name" username/password

where:

db_name associates the gateway with the correct gateway data 
dictionary. db_name is the same value as the database 
name used for the DATABASE clause in a GDDL source 
file. 

username/password is the username and password of the Oracle user 
granted the role of database administrator. 
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The results of creating a data dictionary with TGA are:

■ a log file of the data dictionary creation procedure is written to 
ora_tg4rms_log:db_name.lis 

■ a gateway initialization file, ora_tg4rms_admin:initdb_name.ora, is created. The 
file contains one entry: 

DB_NAME = db_name

To access the new data dictionary, set the logical name GATEWAY_SID in the 
startup script to the value of db_name.

Removing a Gateway Data Dictionary 
You can remove a gateway data dictionary with a DROP DATABASE db_name 
command or use TGA. To use TGA, enter this syntax at the operating system 
command line:

TG4RMSTGA -d " db_name" username/password

where:

Note: If an initialization file of the same name already exists, it is 
not changed. The most recent initialization file is automatically 
used.

Note: Ensure that the SUPPORTING_DB parameter in the 
gateway initialization file is set to the connect descriptor name of 
the supporting Oracle server. The connect descriptor name is in the 
tnsnames.ora file.

db_name associates the gateway with the correct gateway data 
dictionary. db_name is the same value used for the 
database name of the DATABASE clause in a GDDL 
source file. It is also the same value as the gateway SID.

username/password is the username and password of the Oracle user 
granted the role of database administrator. 
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Regardless of the method used to drop a gateway data dictionary, a gateway 
initialization file, ora_tg4rms_admin:initsid.ora must exist and contain at least 
these entries:

DB_NAME = db_name
SUPPORTING_DB = connect_descriptor

where connect_descriptor  is the name of the connect descriptor in the 
tnsnames.ora file for the supporting Oracle server.
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Fast Data Access

This chapter describes how the gateway interprets SQL WHERE clauses, GDDL 
WHEN clauses, and ROWID statements to access RMS data. Refer to these topics:

■ Oracle Indexing or RMS Keys

■ RMS Keys

■ Segmented Keys

■ Partial Keys

■ Using a CONCAT Column with RMS Simple Keys

■ Using SEG_KEY with RMS Segmented Keys

■ CONCAT and SEG_KEY in WHERE Clauses

■ NULLIF and DEFAULTIF Clauses

■ Verifying the Use of RMS keys

■ Specifying RMS Keys with GDDL
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Oracle Indexing or RMS Keys
The gateway supports RMS index handling. Although RMS indexing is similar to 
Oracle indexing, there are important differences:

■ Under Oracle, indexes are physically stored in the database. Keys, on the other 
hand, are strictly a logical concept and are used for referential integrity

■ Under RMS, keys are physically stored in RMS index files. RMS keys are unique 
by default, but might have duplicates. 

The gateway uses the OpenVMS Index facilities to access records by keys.

RMS Keys
To enable index access mode, the GDDL keyword ACCESSMODE must be set to 
INDEX in the GDDL source file. See “The ACCESSMODE Keyword” on page 7-8, 
and the Oracle Open Gateways GDDL Reference for more information.

GDDL WHERE Clauses
There are some restrictions on the form of the GDDL WHERE clause that must be 
met. The gateway supports these WHERE clause formats for indexed retrieval of 
records:

WHERE column  BETWEEN x AND y

WHERE column  operator  x

WHERE column_1 operator x  AND column_2 operator y

WHERE column  operator x AND ...

where:

column must be the same datatype as x  and y. No conversion function can 
be included with the columns. 

x is a constant value. It must be the same datatype as column  and y. 
It can only include conversion functions TO_CHAR or 
TO_NUMBER.

y is a constant value. It must be the same datatype as column  and 
x . It can only include conversion functions TO_CHAR or 
TO_NUMBER.
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GDDL WHEN CLAUSES
GDDL WHEN clauses are handled in the same way as WHERE clauses, provided 
the WHEN condition refers to a field with the key attribute.

For optimal performance, specify the most likely key comparison first in the AND 
portion of the WHERE clause. In general, rearranging the AND portions so this way 
provides you with higher chances of fast key retrieval.

In these examples, C_C represents a column of datatype CHAR and N_C represents 
a column of datatype NUMBER. Both are RMS key columns. 

Examples of Key Access
WHERE C_C = ’123’

WHERE N_C = TO_NUMBER (’123’)

WHERE C_C = TO_CHAR (123) AND N_C > 16 AND N_C < 100

This WHERE statement uses a partial key:

WHERE C_C > ’12’

operator is one of the these:

= (equal to)

!= (not equal to)

^= (not equal to)

<> (not equal to)

> (greater than)

< (less than)

>= (greater than or equal to)

<= (less than or equal to)
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Examples of No Key Access
WHERE C_C = ’123’ OR C_C = ’456’

WHERE TO_CHAR (N_C) = ’123’ 

Examples of Partial Loss of Key Access
WHERE C_C > ’12’ AND COL = DECODE ( ) AND C_C = ’123’

WHERE N_C > 100 AND TO_NUMBER (C_C) = 123 AND N_C = 100

Segmented Keys
A segmented key in RMS is a key divided into a minimum of 2 segments and a 
maximum of 8 segments. These segments are usually record fields. Regardless of 
the number of segments, the total length of a segmented key cannot exceed 255 
bytes. The key datatype must be STRING (CHAR in the GDDL source file).

How Segmented Keys Are Structured
RMS key segments are numbered from 0 through 7. Segmented keys are 
constructed at run time, starting with segment 0, then segment 1, and so on, until a 
segment is not defined or is only partially specified. Any segment specified after an 
undefined or partially specified segment is ignored. For example, here is a fully 
specified segmented key, ABCD12345XYZ:

segment 0 = ABCD

segment 1 = 12345

segment 2 = XYZ

In a partially specified key, ABCDXYZ, segment 2 (XYZ) would not be used because 
segment 1 (12345) is not specified. Similarly, in the partially specified key 
ABCD1234XYZ, segment 2 (XYX) would not be used because segment 1 is only 
partially specified (1234). 
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Using Segmented Keys
To use segmented keys, this criteria must be met for the column used for key access:

■ segment 0 must be included in the column definition in the GDDL source file

■ the starting position of the column must be the same as the starting position of 
one of the segments of the segmented key

■ if the column has the same position as an RMS-defined secondary key, the 
length of the segmented key must be greater than the length of the secondary 
key

■ if you temporarily disable ACCESSMODE INDEX by preceding it with double 
hyphens (--) in the GDDL source file, you can retrieve any record and process 
any WHERE clause on this column.

Example
The example uses this partial record and segmented key layout:

12345xxxxxxxSSSSSSSSSSSSS

segment 0 = 12345 (5 bytes)
segment 1 = value of xxxxxxx(7 bytes)
segment 2 = value of SSSSSSSSSSSSS (13 bytes)

The relevant section of the GDDL source file is:

ARTICLE     POSITION(1)   CHAR(6),
LOCATION    POSITION(7)   CHAR(7),
SUPPLIER    POSITION(13)  CHAR(10),
SEGKEY_FLDSEG_KEY (ARTICLE, LOCATION, SUPPLIER) 
            CHAR(23) --  Segmented Key 

Note: In a GDDL WHERE clause, segmented keys are handled in 
the same way as primary and secondary keys.
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This is two partial records of RMS data:

      .
000001AAstoreA.C.M.E. ...
      .
      .
000002BBstoreORACORP ...
      .

This query retrieves all records at any location starting with AA and with code 
000001:

SELECT ... WHERE SEGKEY_FLD LIKE ’000001AA%’

This query retrieves all records with a code greater than or equal to 000001, up to 
the record starting with 000002BBstore:

SELECT ... WHERE SEGKEY_FLD BETWEEN ’000001’ AND ’00002BBstore’

Partial Keys
If a partial key or segment 0 of a segmented key is empty or not specified, the 
gateway performs a sequential scan on the index provided by the key.  

Using a CONCAT Column with RMS Simple Keys
The gateway’s CONCAT syntax allows you to specify and use RMS simple keys 
containing mixed data. See the Oracle Open Gateways GDDL Reference for more 
information about the CONCAT syntax.

The referenced column in a CONCAT clause can be any column name defined in 
the GDDL source file, except for a column that contains a SEG_KEY or CONCAT 
specification. This also means that a column referenced by CONCAT cannot 
reference itself.

Note: Because of the way WHERE clauses are processed, 
evaluation on equality (=) always returns false when partial keys 
are used. Evaluation of greater than or equal to (>=), or less than or 
equal to, (<=) returns the same result as greater than (>) or less than 
(<).
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When you specify a column referenced by CONCAT, the gateway handles the 
column in this way:

1. The gateway first checks whether the referenced columns are physically 
adjacent. If not, the column cannot be used for indexing.

2. The gateway uses the RMS simple key that matches the starting position of the 
first referenced column in the CONCAT list and whose length is equal to or 
greater than the length of the referenced column.

Example:
In the example the RMS simple key MYKEY is defined with a starting position of 0 
and a total length of 6 bytes. The first 2 bytes are an OpenVMS word and the last 4 
bytes are a character string. The first position is specified as 0 for RMS, while in the 
GDDL source file this position must be specified as 1. This fragment from a GDDL 
source file shows how to specify MYKEY:

:..
TABLE MYTABLE
(
   ..
   WORD PS(1) SMALLINT,
   STRING CHAR(4),
   MYKEY CONCAT(WORD, STRING) RAW,
   ..
)
..

With this GDDL specification, the gateway, when possible, uses index access 
whenever you supply a WHERE clause containing WORD, STRING, MYKEY, or a 
combination of these items. For example, the statement:

SQL> SELECT * FROM MYTABLE@RMS WHERE WORD=4 AND STRING=’text’;

is interpreted as:

SQL> SELECT * FROM MYTABLE@RMS WHERE MYKEY=’040074657874’;

Where 0400  is the hexadecimal notation for the OpenVMS word value 4 and 
74657874  is the hexadecimal notation for the string text . The raw hexadecimal 
value is then used for indexed access. See “CONCAT and SEG_KEY in WHERE 
Clauses” on page 8-9 for more information 
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Using SEG_KEY with RMS Segmented Keys
The GDDL SEG_KEY syntax allows you to specify and use a column as an RMS 
segmented key. This optimizes the gateway’s use of that column as a key:

column_name  SEG_KEY(column_ref , column_ref  [, column_ref ]*)
                 { concat_datatype } [ specialize_def ]

column_ref  can be any column name specified in the GDDL source file, except for 
columns which contain a SEG_KEY specification. This also means that a column 
referenced by SEG_KEY cannot reference itself. A column referenced by SEG_KEY 
can reference a column referenced by CONCAT. For a more information about 
SEG_KEY, see the Oracle Open Gateways GDDL Reference. 

The gateway maps the column to an RMS segmented key using these rules:

■ a referenced column corresponds to an RMS segment if both lengths and 
starting positions match

■ the first column in the SEG_KEY reference list must correspond to the first 
segment of the RMS key, the second column to the second segment, and so on

■ the RMS key can have more segments than the number of column references

Example:
In the example, the segmented RMS key MYKEY contains these segments:   

The columns MSEG0 and MSEG1 describe the RMS segments SEG0 and SEG1, 
respectively. The MYKEY specification describes the RMS segmented key, which has 
MSEG0 and MSEG1 as segments in that order. The first position for the RMS 
segmented key SEG0 is specified as 0, while in the GDDL source file the first 
position for MSEG0 is 1.

..
TABLE MYTABLE
(
   ..
   MSEG0 POSITION(1) CHAR(5),
   MSEG0 POSITION(10) CHAR(4),
   MYKEY SEG_KEY(MSEG0, MSEG1) CHAR,
   ..
)
..

SEG0 starts at position 0, has a length of 5 bytes, and is datatype STRING.

SEG1 starts at position 9, has a length of 4 bytes, and is datatype STRING. 
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 In this query the gateway uses indexed access on the RMS data file to locate the 
record containing ’more text’:

SQL> SELECT * FROM MYTABLE@RMS WHERE MSEG1=’text’ AND
  2  MSEG0=’more’;

CONCAT and SEG_KEY in WHERE Clauses
This example shows a CONCAT specification, but it would apply if you used 
SEG_KEY instead of CONCAT:

.
PART0 POS(1) CHAR(1),
PART0 POS(2) CHAR(2),
PART0 POS(4) CHAR(1),
MYKEY CONCAT(PART0, PART1, PART2) CHAR KEY PRIMARY,
.

The column defined by CONCAT has a primary key specification. This query:

SQL> SELECT * FROM MYTABLE@RMS WHERE MYKEY1=’1234’; 

indicates indexed access to MYTABLE because it uses index information to go 
directly to the data that satisfies a key value of ’1234’. 

If you are using CONCAT or SEG_KEY keys, a statement like this:

SQL> SELECT * FROM MYTABLE@RMS WHERE PART2=’1’ AND PART0=’4’
  2  PART1=’23’;

indicates indexed access. The gateway combines the segment values in the WHERE 
clause into one key value: WHERE MYKEY=’4231’. 

In this statement:

SQL> SELECT * FROM MYTABLE@RMS WHERE PART0 > ’4’ AND
  2  PART1 > ’22’ AND MYKEY < ’5000’

If only MYKEY < ’5000’  were specified, and if MYKEY was indexed in ascending 
order, the query would only sequentially read MYTABLE. However, with PART0 > 
’4’  and PART1 > ’422 ’ index values defining a range, the gateway reads 
sequentially from 422 to 5000.

With indexed access mode:

■ The WHERE clause should, at a minimum, refer to the first segment of the 
CONCAT key.
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■ Multiple segments used to compose an index value must be defined 
consecutively in the CONCAT definition. For example, if you specified PART0 
and PART2 in the WHERE clause, only PART0 is used because PART1 is 
expected but not included.

■ If a CONCAT list contains a partial key specification, that specification is used 
to combine multiple segments and any specification following is not used. For 
example, in the statement:

WHERE PART0=’1’ AND PART1>’2’ AND PART2=’5’;

provides the key:

WHERE MYKEY >= ’12’;

because there is no information for the character in the third position of the key 
The ’5’ is ignored.

NULLIF and DEFAULTIF Clauses
NULLIF and DEFAULTIF can be used with CONCAT or SEG_KEY. Two restrictions 
apply because DEFAULTIF destroys the sort order of index files:

■ If the value to search on is 0, such as WHERE SAL=0, using DEFAULTIF with 
the datatypes SMALLINT, INTEGER, and LONGINT results in sequential 
access rather than indexed access.

■ If a column of SMALLINT, INTEGER, or LONGINT datatype is defined with 
DEFAULTIF, the use of an equal sign in the WHERE clause, such as WHERE 
SAL=1000, results in indexed access. The use of any other operator results in a 
sequential access. 

Verifying the Use of RMS keys
If you are uncertain whether the gateway is taking full advantage of RMS key 
access, enable SQL tracing (see Chapter 5, “Using the Gateway”). With SQL tracing, 
you can inspect the log file to see if RMS key access is being used. If key access is 
being used, immediately following the SQL statement in question are two lines 
specifying the Oracle column used for the key search and the key value presented to 
RMS as the search condition. See “Case 5” on page 6-12 for an example of SQL 
tracing output.
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Specifying RMS Keys with GDDL
For indexed access to occur, your GDDL source file must be carefully defined with 
these keywords:

■ ACCESSMODE INDEX must be used

■ OPTIONS (SEQUENTIAL) must not be used

■ at least one column must be defined with the KEY attribute

Incorrect definition of the KEY column or columns in your GDDL source file might 
result in sequential access of the RMS file. Also, if the GDDL definition is 
inconsistent with the definition maintained by RMS, a runtime error might result 
when the gateway first attempts to indexed access to the file using the incorrectly 
defined key. If this occurs, you are notified by the Oracle error:

ORA-09116: definition of target system data object is inconsistent

In this case, you should compare the GDDL source file with the RMS key 
specification, correct the GDDL source and recreate the table using the TGA. See 
Chapter 9, “The Transparent Gateway Administration Utility” and the Oracle Open 
Gateways GDDL Reference for more information.
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The Transparent Gateway Administration

Utility

This chapter describes the transparent gateway administration utility (TGA) and its 
commands. Refer to these topics:

■ Overview

■ Dropping a Gateway Data Dictionary

■ Changing System and Object Privileges

■ The TGA Commands
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Overview 
TGA is used to administer a file-based gateway in a manner similar to 
administering an Oracle database with SVRMGR. TGA commands administer all 
gateway users and data definitions for the gateway. Some commands require a 
GDDL source file as input. For more information on specifying GDDL, see the 
Oracle Open Gateways GDDL Reference.

TGA allows you to:

■ execute scripts

■ install the gateway data dictionary (CREATE DATABASE)

■ remove the gateway data dictionary (DROP DATABASE)

■ create or replace schema (using a GDDL source file)

■ create or replace a table (using a GDDL source file)

■ drop a table

■ create, alter, and drop a gateway user

■ create and drop roles

■ grant and revoke system privileges and roles

■ grant and revoke object privileges

■ spooling output

■ create remarks in a command script

■ create comments for tables and columns

■ connect to the gateway data dictionary

■ use the EXTRACT command for some products

Messages from TGA are described in Appendix A, “Error Messages”.
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Creating a Gateway Data Dictionary 
You can install multiple gateway data dictionaries using different database names. 
Follow this procedure to install a gateway data dictionary:

1. Start TGA. 

2. Issue a CREATE command:

CREATE DATABASE db_name

where db_name is the name that associates the gateway with the correct 
gateway data dictionary. db_name is the same value as the database name used 
for the DATABASE clause in a GDDL source file. It is also the same value used 
for the gateway SID.

3. You are prompted for a username and password for the user on the gateway 
data dictionary granted the role of database administrator.

You might be able to issue a command at the operating system prompt to install the 
gateway data dictionary. See “Creating a Gateway Data Dictionary” on page 7-11 for 
more information.

Dropping a Gateway Data Dictionary 
Follow this procedure to drop a gateway data dictionary:

1. Start TGA.

2. Issue a DROP command:

DROP DATABASE db_base

where db_base  is the name that associates the gateway with the gateway data 
dictionary. db_name is the same value as the database name used for the 
DATABASE clause in a GDDL source file. It is also the same value used for the 
gateway SID.

3. You are prompted for a username and password for the user on the gateway 
data dictionary granted the role of database administrator.

You might be able to issue a command at the operating system prompt to drop the 
gateway data dictionary. See “Removing a Gateway Data Dictionary” on page 7-12.
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Changing System and Object Privileges
Before you can execute a command from TGA, or before the gateway permits access 
to RMS data, you must be granted the appropriate system or object privilege. In the 
gateway environment, TGA and the gateway check system and object privileges in 
the same manner as an Oracle tool or an Oracle server in an Oracle environment.

 Use the GRANT and REVOKE commands to handle the privileges. The operations 
permitted against the gateway data dictionary by various system privileges are:

These privileges can be granted for an object:

System Privilege Description

ALTER ANY ROLE Change any role in the gateway data dictionary.

ALTER ANY TABLE Change any table in any schema.

ALTER USER Change any user’s password or default roles (not 
needed to change your own password).

COMMENT ANY TABLE Comment on any table, view, or column, in any 
schema.

CREATE ANY TABLE Create a table in any schema.

CREATE ROLE Create a role.

CREATE SESSION Connect to the gateway.

CREATE TABLE Create a table in own schema.

CREATE USER Create a user.

DROP ANY ROLE Remove any role in the gateway data dictionary.

DROP ANY TABLE Remove a table in own schema.

DROP USER Remove another user.

GRANT ANY ROLE Grant any role in the gateway data dictionary.

SELECT ANY TABLE Query any table or view in any schema.

Object Privilege Description

ALTER Change or replace a GDDL table definition.

DELETE Remove rows from a mapped table.

INSERT Add new rows to a mapped table.
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 The TGA Commands
The TGA commands perform the same function in a gateway data dictionary as the 
Oracle counterpart in an Oracle data dictionary. For descriptions of the TGA 
commands that do not require a GDDL source file as input, see the OracleVn Server 
SQL Reference. 

@ 
The @ command executes a command script:

@file_name [.SQL]   [arg1 [arg2] ... ]

where file_name  is the name of the script. The script is supplied with the gateway 
or created by you to administer users, roles, and so on.

ALTER TABLE   
ALTER TABLE redefines the translation mapping of an existing table. ALTER 
TABLE is retained for compatibility with previous versions of SQL*Connect. Use 
the CREATE TABLE OR REPLACE TABLE command. ALTER TABLE might not be 
supported in a subsequent release. 

ALTER TABLE [ schema.] table_name  FROM ’ gddl_source ’

ALTER USER  
ALTER USER changes the password of an existing user.

ALTER USER gateway_username  IDENTIFIED BY new_password ;

ALTER USER
ALTER USER changes the default role of an existing user.

ALTER USER gateway_username
   DEFAULT ROLE { role_name  | NONE | ALL [EXCEPT role_name ]} ;

SELECT Query a table.

UPDATE Revise rows in a mapped table.

Object Privilege Description
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COMMENT ON COLUMN 
COMMENT ON COLUMN adds a comment about a column. The comment text is 
stored in the gateway data dictionary and is accessible using the COL_COMMENTS 
views.

COMMENT ON COLUMN schema.table.column  IS ’ comment_text ’ ;

COMMENT ON TABLE 
COMMENT ON TABLE adds a comment about a table. The comment text is stored 
in the gateway data dictionary and is accessible using the TAB_COMMENTS views.

COMMENT ON TABLE schema.table IS ’ comment_text ’ ;

CONNECT 
CONNECT connects to the gateway data dictionary in a manner similar to using 
SQL*Plus or SVRMGR to connect to an Oracle database server.

CONNECT username / password

where username  and password  are a valid gateway user name and password 
created by the CREATE USER command.

CONVERT 
Whether you can use CONVERT depends on the gateway. 

CREATE DATABASE   
CREATE DATABASE creates a gateway data dictionary.

CREATE DATABASE db_base  ;

where db_base  is the name of the gateway. This command:

■ creates the gateway data dictionary base tables, views, synonyms, and so on

■ for some gateways, it creates a gateway initialization file containing a 
DB_NAME parameter:

DB_NAME = db_base

where db_base  is the same name specified by CREATE DATABASE.

If the TGA does not create an initialization file with a DB_NAME parameter 
and value, you must complete this task. See the DB_NAME initialization 
parameter in Appendix C, “Gateway Initialization Parameters”.
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CREATE ROLE 
CREATE ROLE creates a role.

CREATE ROLE role_name  ;

CREATE SCHEMA and REPLACE SCHEMA    
CREATE SCHEMA stores all object definitions for a schema. Although the GDDL 
source file might contain many schema definitions, only the specified schema is 
created. TGA validates the GDDL source file and the schema data definition for 
schema_name. To create each schema in a GDDL source file, the CREATE 
SCHEMA command must be issued for each schema name. After the schema data 
definitions are validated, the table definitions are stored in an internal format in the 
gateway data dictionary.

CREATE [OR REPLACE] SCHEMA schema_name FROM ’ gddl_source ’ ;

CREATE SCHEMA fails if the object definitions for schema_name already exists. 
CREATE SCHEMA or REPLACE SCHEMA replaces the schema object definitions if 
they exist or creates the schema object definitions if they do not exist.

The FROM keyword is used in TGA commands that require a GDDL source file as 
input to retain backward compatibility with previous releases. These alternatives to 
FROM can be used:

DEFINITION RESIDING AT
RESIDING AT
USING

CREATE TABLE and REPLACE TABLE    
CREATE TABLE creates a mapped table and validates the data definition in the 
GDDL source file. If the validation is successful, the table definition is stored in an 
internal format in the gateway data dictionary.

CREATE [OR REPLACE] TABLE [ schema.] table_name
    FROM ’ gddl_source ’ ;

CREATE TABLE fails if the table definition already exists. CREATE TABLE or 
REPLACE TABLE replaces the table definition if it exists, or creates the table 
definition if it does not exist.

The FROM keyword is used in TGA commands that require a GDDL source files 
input to retain backward compatibility with previous releases. These alternatives 
for FROM can be used:
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DEFINITION RESIDING AT
RESIDING AT
USING

You cannot regenerate a GDDL source file from the information stored in the 
gateway data dictionary because certain information is removed to maximize 
performance. Save your original GDDL source file in case you need to change it 
contains or use as a template for other GDDL sources.

CREATE USER 
CREATE USER creates a gateway user.

CREATE USER gateway_username  IDENTIFIED BY ’ password ’

This command is supported for compatibility with SQL*Connect Version 2 
software.

DROP ROLE 
DROP ROLE removes a role.

DROP ROLE role_name  ;

DROP TABLE 
DROP TABLE removes a table.

DROP TABLE [ schema.] table_name  ;

DROP USER 
DROP USER removes a gateway user. If DROP USER is used for a user who owns 
objects, the user is not deleted. In this case, you must drop all the objects in the 
user’s schema before using DROP USER or use the CASCADE option.

DROP USER gateway_username  [CASCADE] ;

EXIT 
EXIT ends a TGA session.

EXIT

EXTRACT 
Whether you can use EXTRACT depends on the gateway.
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GRANT   
GRANT gives object privileges to a gateway user, role, or PUBLIC that are validated 
when using the gateway. This can be done by granting the object privileges 
explicitly to the user, or by granting the user a role that has the desired privilege. 

GRANT (object_privilege  | ALL) ON object
    TO { user  | role  |  PUBLIC}
    [WITH GRANT OPTION] ;

The object_privilege  is one of these:

ALTER
DELETE
INSERT
SELECT
UPDATE

Not all gateway products allow these privileges. 

GRANT
GRANT gives system privileges or roles to a gateway user, role, or PUBLIC. The 
administrator of the gateway data dictionary can grant other users system 
privileges. System privileges are validated when using TGA and when a SQL 
statement is sent to the gateway.

GRANT {system_privilege  | role } TO { user  |  role   |  PUBLIC}
   [WITH ADMIN OPTION] ;

If WITH ADMIN OPTION is specified, the grantee can grant the system privilege or 
role to other users. Great care should be taken in granting a system privilege with 
this option.

TGA checks whether a user has one of these privileges before executing a related 
command:

ALTER ANY TABLE

ALTER USER

COMMENT ANY TABLE

CREATE ANY TABLE

CREATE ROLE

CREATE TABLE
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CREATE USER

DROP ANY ROLE

DROP ANY TABLE

DROP USER

The gateway checks whether a user has one of these system privileges before 
accessing with RMS data:

CREATE SESSION (The gateway checks whether a user has this system privilege 
before permitting the user to log on to the gateway.)

DELETE ANY TABLE

INSERT ANY TABLE

SELECT ANY TABLE

UPDATE ANY TABLE

REMARK 
REMARK adds a comment to a command script. REMARK lines are ignored when 
the command script is executed.

REMARK comment_text

REVOKE 
REVOKE cancels object privileges for a gateway user, role, or PUBLIC.

REVOKE {object_privilege  | ALL} ON [ schema.] object
    FROM { user  |  role  |  PUBLIC} ;

REVOKE 
REVOKE cancels privileges or roles from a gateway, user, role, or PUBLIC.

REVOKE {system_privilege  | role } FROM { user  | role   |  PUBLIC} ;
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SPOOL 
SPOOL records the commands issued from TGA in a spooled file.

To start a spool file, enter:

SPOOL file_name

where file_name  is the name of the file to which the commands are written.

For some gateways, file_name  is overwritten if it already exists. If you want to 
avoid overwriting an existing file, restart recording commands in a spool file with a 
different file name.

Stop recording commands in file_name  by entering:

SPOOL OFF
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                                                            Error Mess
A

Error Messages

This appendix lists messages generated by GDDL and TGA. See the Oracle Open 
Gateways Guide for SQL-Based and Procedural Gateways for gateway error messages. 
All messages for the gateway and utilities reside in the gateway message file. This 
differs from the way an Oracle database server works. 

Refer to these topics:

■ 00001-00099: Information Messages

■ 00100-00299: TGA Errors

■ 00300-00399: GDDL Source Errors

■ 00500-00599: Errors in Opening and Reading

■ 00600-00639: Format Errors

■ 00800-00900: Runtime Errors
ages A-1



 

00001-00099: Information Messages 
Information messages require no action.

00004 Switching to new log destination log_name
Cause:  The log file was changed in the gateway initialization file with 
LOG_DESTINATION. When the log file is changed, the name of the new log 
file is added to the end of the old log file as a way to track the order in which 
log files were created. All subsequent logging information is appended to the 
new log file.

00066 GDDL source created.

Cause:  The CONVERT command ended without errors and wrote the new 
GDDL source file successfully.

00100-00299: TGA Errors   
The messages in this section are generated by TGA. Messages relating to the 
gateway are prefixed with an acronym; for example, GTW-00114.

00114 Error in OPTIONS statement.
Cause:  Unknown option encountered.

Action:  Specify a valid option.

00256 Warning: The GDDL source created contains warnings
Cause:  The GDDL source file referenced by a TGA command might not 
describe the table as expected. Warnings are embedded as comments in the 
GDDL source file indicating where the definitions can deviate.

Action:  Check the warnings in the GDDL source file and edit where needed.

00300-00399: GDDL Source Errors 
00300 GDDL source line too long.

Cause:  The GDDL source is not record-based or it contains a record that is 
longer than 268 characters.

Action:  Convert the GDDL source to a record-based format containing records 
shorter in length than 269 characters.
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00301 Token too long.
Cause:  A keyword, constant, or variable is too long.

Action:  Ensure that keywords, constants, and variables are less than 255 
characters.

00302 Non-terminated quoted string constant found.
Cause:  A quotation mark (") is missing.

Action:  Properly end the string with a quotation mark.

00303 Non-hex character encountered when hex character expected.
Cause:  An expected letter value is not valid. Valid values are lowercase a 
through f, uppercase A through F, and 0 through 9.

Action:  Ensure that the hexadecimal strings contain no delimiters and no 
non-hexadecimal numbers.

00304 Illegal combination of non-alphanumeric characters.
Cause:  The "X hex" prefix was not specified for a hexadecimal number.

Action:  Add the "X hex" prefix.

00305 More than one end of file character encountered.
Cause:  The GDDL source is corrupt or was modified during reading.

Action:  Check the GDDL source.

00306 Too many digits: maximum is num:
Cause:  There are too many digits in a number string because the separator 
character is missing. 

Action:  Find the problem number string. Insert a separator character or shorten 
the string.

00307 Illegal date string format encountered.
Cause:  An incorrectly formatted date was found.

Action:  Correct the date. See the OracleVn Server SQL Reference for the correct 
format.

00308 The INFILE keyword must be specified.
Cause:  The GDDL source does not include an INFILE keyword for the current 
table.

Action:  Use INFILE to define the data file or files to be used for this table.
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00309 Identifier is too long.
Cause:  An identifier more than 30 characters in length was specified.

Action:  Change the identifier to 30 characters or less.

00310 INCLUDE name "name_1" does not match included object name "name_2".
Cause:  name_1 of the INCLUDE clause is different from name_2.

Action:  Use the same object name.

00311 Found an illegal zero-length identifier.
Cause:  Two double quotation marks ("") were used as an identifier. An 
identifier must be at least one character long.

Action:  Insert one or more characters between the double quotation marks. If a 
blank identifier is required, place a space character between the double 
quotation marks (" " ).

00350 Syntax error in GDDL source name at line line:
Cause:  A syntax error was detected in the GDDL source file. Syntax errors are 
followed by the message:

Expecting syntax , found syntax_error

where syntax  is what was expected and syntax_error is  what was found. 
A caret (^) or asterisk (*) appears under syntax_error  to show where the 
error occurred.

Action:  Correct the error.

00352 product_string contains error: error.
Cause:  A product name was specified, but contained an error.

Action:  Correct the indicated error.

00353 product_string for name not found.
Cause:  A expected product name was omitted.

Action:  Add the product name.

00354 Syntax error in GDD source name at line num, column colnam:
Cause:  The column specification contains an error. This error message is 
followed by another message that provides more information.

Action:  Fix the error as described in the second message.
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00355 In GDDL source name at line num:
Cause:  This error message is followed by another message that provides more 
information.

Action:  Fix the error as described in the second message.

00400 Record format only for data and GDDL specification in same file.
Cause:  INFILE * followed by ACCESSMODE is not allowed. You cannot alter 
the access mode of a GDDL source file containing data.

Action:  Remove the ACCESSMODE keyword.

00401 End field position must be greater than or equal to the starting position.
Cause:  You incorrectly entered an end-field position for a column specification.

Action:  Increase the end-field position or decrease the start-field position.

00402 Unable to determine the length from the column specification.
Cause:  The column length is not valid.

Action:  Use a valid column length.

00403 Referenced column colnam not present in table tabnam.
Cause:  A field condition references an unknown column.

Action:  Validate all field condition references.

00404 Column colnam present more than once in table tab.
Cause:  The column identifier is not unique.

Action:  Correct the column identifier.

00405 Must have ending delimiter with optional enclosure: Table tab Column col.
Cause:  An ending delimiter was not found.

Action:  Remove the starting delimiter or supply an ending delimiter.

00406 Maximum OCCURS level nesting exceeded.
Cause:  The GDDL source file contains an OCCURS declaration with too many 
levels.

Action:  Decrease the number of levels.

00407 OCCURS field may not be delimited.
Cause:  A delimiter is specified for the OCCURS column.

Action:  Specify the OCCURS column such that it has a fixed length.
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00408 DEPENDING ON field colnam must be of type INTEGER.
Cause:  The DEPENDING ON column is not defined as an INTEGER datatype 
or the value is too large.

Action:  Define the DEPENDING ON column as INTEGER or check the value 
of the field.

00409 Illegal reference in RELATES list to non-OCCURS field: colnam.
Cause:  The column specified in the RELATES clause is not a previously defined 
OCCURS column in the table definition.

Action:  Ensure the column in the RELATES clause refers to an OCCURS 
column previously defined in the table definition.

00410 col_2 in RELATES list of col_1 already referenced in other RELATES list.
Cause:  Once an OCCURS column is specified in a RELATES clause, it cannot 
be specified in subsequent RELATES clauses.

Action:  Do not use an OCCURS column in more than one RELATES clause.

00411 IN RELATES list of colnam: illegal reference to itself.
Cause:  In the RELATES specification, the column list contained the column 
name of the column being defined.

Action:  Remove the self-referencing column name.

00412 OCCURS column colnam must have a fixed starting position.
Cause:  You have not specified a starting position for this column.

Action:  Specify a starting position for this column.

00413 Illegal combination of NOT NULL and [NULLIF | DEFAULTIF].
Cause:  There is an illegal use of NULLIF or DEFAULTIF regarding a column 
definition of NOT NULL.

Action:  Correct the NULLIF or DEFAULTIF clause or change the column 
definition to NULL.

00414 Encountered illegal reference to col_x in column specification for col_y.
Cause:  There is an invalid column reference in the column specification.

Action:  Refer to the Oracle Open Gateways GDDL Reference for a description of 
the limitations of a column specification referencing another column. Ensure the 
column specification refers to the correct column.
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00415 Illegal occurs specification for CONCAT or SEG_KEY column colnam.
Cause:  An OCCURS clause cannot be specified for CONCAT or SEG_KEY 
columns.

Action:  Remove the OCCURS clause.

00417 DEPENDING ON column col_2 COMPACTED for col_1 is in the wrong 
place.
Cause:  The position of the DEPENDING ON column for the parent must be 
before the column.

Action:  Be sure you referred to the correct column and the DEPENDING ON 
column is before or in a higher level than the column to uncompact.

00418 COMPACTED column col_1 has bad parent column col_2
Cause:  The position of the DEPENDING ON column for the parent must come 
before the column to uncompact.

Action:  Check and correct your specification.

00419 Datatype must be specified for column or argument.
Cause:  You must specify a datatype for the column or argument.

Action:  Specify a valid datatype.

00420 Column length or positioning not specified.
Cause:  You did not specify length or positions.

Action:  Check the command syntax. Specify a length or give positions.

00421 Record length not equal to the sum of column lengths.
Cause:  The record length is not equal to the sum of the column lengths.

Action:  Change one of the column lengths or change the record length.

00422 Bit position outside of field.
Cause:  The bit position does not fit in the field.

Action:  Specify a lower bit number or a larger field.

00423 Column colnam must be an integer type.
Cause:  A non-integer type is specified in a BITAND.

Action:  Correct your specification.
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00424 Columns col_x col_y must both be datatype BITAND.
Cause:  The columns must be the same datatype.

Action:  Correct your specification.

00426 Number of OCCURS in RELATES clause are not of the same value value.
Cause:  The number of OCCURS in a RELATES clause differ.

Action:  If this is not intentional, search for the erroneous one and correct it.

00427 Conflict or redundancy in key clause.
Cause:  A key clause was specified with conflicting options. For example, 
specifying both ASC and DESC, or specifying the same key option.

Action:  Remove the conflict.

00428 Included table name "table_x" does not match the defined table name 
"tab_y".
Cause:  The table name in the INCLUDE TABLE clause does not match the table 
name in the DEFINE TABLE clause.

Action:  Use the same name in both clauses.

00429 Found [STRIP | NOSTRIP] for non-supported datatype.
Cause:  STRIP or NOSTRIP was specified for a non-character datatype.

Action:  Remove the STRIP or NOSTRIP keyword.

00434 Not a valid datatype for use within an exception clause.
Cause:  The GDDL datatype for an argument or function returned value does 
not allow comparison or equality tests. It cannot be used in a condition.

Action:  Replace the erroneous datatype with a GDDL datatype that can be 
used in exception clauses. For details of valid datatypes, see the Oracle Open 
Gateways GDDL Reference.

00435 A function return value is reference during a procedure definition.
Cause:  You cannot set an indicator to a function returned value when defining 
a procedure.

Action:  Remove the indicator or define a function instead of a procedure.
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00436 The NULL condition for OUT argument arg requires a NULL indicator.
Cause:  As part of a post-exception specification, an argument name is used in a 
NULL test of a WHEN clause, but a NULL indicator is not specified.

Action:  Specify an INDICATOR argument to assign a null value to the base 
argument.

00437 Warning: No length indicator is specified for argument arg. Space padding 
is assumed.
Cause:  A character-based datatype is used for arg but no length indicator is 
specified for that argument.

Action:  Use spaces to pad the argument to the maximum length or specify a 
length.

00438 The specified error number for an exception is not valid.
Cause:  The error number specified in the exception handling clause is not 
valid.

Action:  Use a number in the range -20000 to -20999, inclusive, or omit the 
exception string and specify an Oracle message number.

00439 Deferred remote procedure calls do not return value.
Cause:  A procedure or function was declared to be deferred while it returns a 
value, or has one or more OUT arguments. Deferred remote procedure calls are 
read only and do not return values.

Action:  If the object was declared as a function, make it a procedure. If the 
object was declared as a procedure, remove any OUT and IN OUT arguments.

00480 Warning: SKIP option disabled due to file mode index.
Cause:  The SKIP option was used for an indexed file.

Action:  Remove the SKIP option or define the SKIP value as zero (0).

00481 Warning: datatype of column colnam cannot be a key
Cause:  The datatype of colname cannot be KEY. There are several ways to 
designate a column as key.

Action:  Remove the key specifier.
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00482 Multiple files with access mode index are not allowed.
Cause:  You have specified multiple INFILE statements and at least one of them 
has the file mode INDEX. You can specify only one INFILE statement if you are 
using the INDEX file mode.

Action:  If you want to use INDEX, remove all INFILE statements except the 
one specifying INDEX. If you do not want to use index mode, remove the 
INFILE statement that specified index mode or remove the INDEX 
specification.

00483 KEY specification on column col requries an exact position.
Cause:  The starting position of the key column cannot be calculated, but must 
have a fixed position to be used as a key column.

Action:  Specify a position when using KEY specifications.

00484 The specified CONCAT range range exceeds the length of field colnam.
Cause:  The starting or ending position in the CONCAT range specification 
must not exceed the length of the column.

Action:  Specify starting and ending positions that are less than or equal to the 
length of the column.

00485 The base argument arg is not defined in indicator ind.
Cause:  No base argument definition was found when the indicator was 
defined.

Action:  Ensure that each indicator argument refers to a valid argument or a 
function return value.

00486 Duplicate indicators ind_1 ind_2 are defined.
Cause:  Two or more indicator arguments specify identical values.

Action:  Remove the duplicate indicator arguments.

00487 The mode for indicator ind for base argument arg is inconsistent.
Cause:  A length or NULL indicator for which mode IN is defined is used in an 
argument for which mode OUT is defined, or vice versa.

Action:  Use consistent modes for arguments and their indicators.

00488 Constraint indicator ind for base argument arg is not valid.
Cause:  The specified mode for the constraint indicator is not IN, but it should 
be because all constraint identifiers are read-only.

Action:  Specify IN for each constraint indicator.
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00489 Constraint indicator ind in base argument arg is not valid.
Cause:  The base argument has mode IN. Constraint indicators are valid only 
for base arguments that have mode OUT or IN OUT.

Action:  Remove all constraint indicators from all base arguments that have 
mode IN.

00490 Indicator ind contains an invalid arg argument
Cause:  The base argument is defined as INTERNAL. Indicators are valid only 
for external arguments.

Action:  Remove all indicators from all internal arguments.

00491 Indicator ind for array name is external.
Cause:  Indicator arguments for arrays must be defined as internal.

Action:  Add the keyword INTERNAL after the indicator argument name.

00492 Constraint indicator ind contains an invalid arg argument.
Cause:  The base argument is an array. Constraint indicators are not valid for 
array arguments because arrays use the PL/SQL array type definition to 
explicitly define the appropriate constraints.

Action:  Remove all constraint indicators from all array arguments.

00493 An array definition in argument arg of procedure or function fun is not 
valid.
Cause:  The array definition is not included in a package definition.

Action:  Include all array definitions in a package definition.

00494 An indicator datatype in argument arg of procedure or function fun is not 
valid.
Cause:  The indicator datatype is not a numeric datatype.

Action:  Specify a numeric GDDL datatype for the indicator. For valid 
datatypes, refer to the Oracle Open Gateways GDDL Reference.

00495 Exception exc_um in procedure or function fun has inconsistent clauses.
Cause:  IN and OUT modes are specified in a complex WHEN clause. A WHEN 
clause that contains two or more subclauses separated by the AND keyword is 
a complex WHEN clause. All subclauses in a complex WHEN clause must have 
the same mode.

Action:  Specify the same mode for each subclause in the WHEN clause.
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00496 Object "objnam" is defined more than once.
Cause:  Duplicate definitions of objects can be caused by invalid overloading.

Action:  Ensure that the object is defined only once.

00497 A prototype conflict has occurred for name in procedure or function fun_x 
and fun_y.
Cause:  Procedure or function definitions in the compiled GDDL contain 
conflicting prototypes and cannot be processed.

Action:  Rename the procedure or function or use the calling clause, if available, 
to resolve the prototype conflict.

00499 A length indicator for base argument arg in routine fun is not scalable.
Cause:  The base argument has no variable scalar size. Length indicators for 
non-scalable arguments are not valid.

Action:  Remove all length indicators from non-scalable arguments.

00500-00599: Errors in Opening and Reading 
00500 Unable to open GDDL source name.

Cause:  The GDDL source file cannot be found.

Action:  Ensure that the GDDL source file name is correct.

00501 Unable to read GDDL source name.
Cause:  The GDDL source file is protected against read access.

Action:  Set the file’s protection so that it can be read.

00503 Unable to open data file name.
Cause:  The data file cannot be found.

Action:  Ensure that the data file name is correct.

00504 Unable to read data file name.
Cause:  The data file is protected against read access.

Action:  Set the file’s protection so that read it can be read.

00505 Actual physical record length read greater than specified maximum.
Cause:  A record was read that exceeds the record length specified in the GDDL 
source file.

Action:  Increase the size of the maximum record length.
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00506 Unable to create file name.
Cause:  A file could not be created because the location was incorrectly 
specified or you do not have the appropriate privileges to create a file.

Action:  Ensure that the file name is correct and that the protections to create a 
file are correctly set.

00520 Warning: File not opened or created with index.
Cause:  The data file is not of the correct file type.

Action:  Convert the data file to the correct file type.

00521 Warning: File index information not present.
Cause:  The file is an indexed file, but no keys are defined or used.

Action:  Specify one or more keys and convert the index file.

00522 Warning: Key name on position pos does not exist.
Cause:  The position is not correct or the key field does not exist.

Action:  Specify the correct position or remove the key specification.

00523 Warning: Could not read key information.
Cause:  The index file is damaged.

Action:  Repair the index file.

00524 Could not reposition data file name.
Cause:  An error occurred during an attempt to reposition the file. A second 
message from your file system follows this message.

Action:  Refer to the documentation of your file system for the error number 
given in the second message.

00600-00639: Format Errors 
Format errors occur when the data does not meet the format specifications in such a 
way that an attempt is made to access incorrect data. A format error causes the 
record to be written to the error log file.

00610 Warning: Format error in record rec_num on table tabnam.
Cause:  The record is damaged or the datatype conversion failed.

Action:  Ensure that the record is not damaged or choose a different datatype 
conversion.
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00620 Initial enclosing character not found.
Cause:  The initial delimiting character was omitted.

Action:  Supply the delimiter.

00621 A field in the data file exceeds the maximum specified length.
Cause:  A data source field is too long.

Action:  Shorten the field or increase the specified length in the GDDL source 
file.

00622 Logical record ended, no terminator character found.
Cause:  A logical record ended unexpectedly (there was no terminator).

Action:  Add a terminator character to the record.

00623 Logical record ended, second enclosing character not present.
Cause:  A logical record ended unexpectedly (there was no enclosing character).

Action:  Add the second enclosing character.

00624 No terminator found after TERMINATED or ENCLOSED field.
Cause:  An incomplete TERMINATED or ENCLOSED line was encountered.

Action:  Add a terminator character.

00625 DEPENDING ON field col exceeds the maximum number of occurrences
Cause:  The DEPENDING ON column has a value larger than the value of 
MAX_TIMES specified in the OCCURS clause.

Action:  Check the validity of the values of MAX_TIMES and the DEPENDING 
ON field; correct as necessary.

00630 Record rec_num Table tabnam Column colnam: field has format error.
Cause:  A damaged record was encountered while reading the data file, or the 
conversion could not be completed because the format is different from that 
defined in the GDDL source file.

Action:  Ensure that the data file is not damaged and that the format is correct.
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00631 Record rec_num Table tabnam Column colnam: field was not found.
Cause:  A record is too short, or a field is placed outside its level. If the level is 
set to zero, the field is placed outside the record.

Action:  Ensure that the format of the data source is correct, or supply the 
NULLCOLS keyword in the GDDL source. If level is greater than 0, check the 
column specifications and positions within that level.

00660 A column format error was encountered during evaluation.
Cause:  An incorrect or illegal condition was encountered.

Action:  Ensure that all field conditions are correct.

00800-00900: Runtime Errors 
00800 Error at line num:

Cause:  The statement could not be executed. One or more explanatory 
messages follows this message.

Action:  Correct the error.

00801 Unable to CONNECT to Oracle after 3 attempts, exiting string.
Cause:  An invalid username and password was given.

Action:  Contact your database administrator for the correct information.

00804 Illegal spool file name: name
Cause:  The spool file name must not contain special characters.

Action:  Remove the special characters.

00805 Cannot create spool file: name.
Cause:  The file is already open or you do not have enough privileges.

Action:  Supply a different file name or supply the privileges needed to open 
the file for writing.

00807 Not connected to Oracle.
Cause:  The Oracle server is not available or the connection failed.

Action:  Verify that the Oracle server is running or reconnect using a valid 
username and password.
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00810 Invalid CONVERT command.
Cause:  The CONVERT command contains a syntax error.

Action:  Correct the syntax error.

00811 Invalid EXTRACT command
Cause:  The EXTRACT command contains a syntax error.

Action:  Correct the syntax error.

00812 Invalid EXTRACT option.
Cause:  The EXTRACT command contains an invalid option.

Action:  Check and correct the command syntax, and re-execute the command.

00816 EXTRACT command failed.
Cause:  An error was detected during EXTRACT processing.

Action:  Refer to the accompanying message and take the appropriate action.

00817 DB_NAME name specification greater than 8 characters.
Cause:  A DB_NAME parameter value cannot be longer than 8 characters.

Action:  Use 8 or less characters for name.

00818 Initialization file name could not be created.
Cause:  The creation of the gateway initialization file failed when creating the 
gateway data dictionary.

Action:  Check for file creation errors at the operating system level.

00819 Environment variable name not set.
Cause:  No value was found for the environment variable.

Action:  Ensure a value is specified.

00820 Gateway data dictionary name de-installation failed.
Cause:  Dropping the gateway data dictionary failed for one of these reasons:

■ the user owning the gateway data dictionary does not exist on the gateway 
data dictionary server

■ the user owning the gateway data dictionary does not exist in the gateway 
data dictionary

■ there was an inconsistency while removing the gateway data dictionary

Action:  Check for the existence of a user owning the gateway data dictionary. 
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00821 DATABASE mismatch (Gateway server name-GDDL-source 
database_name).
Cause:  The gateway database name specified in its initialization file does not 
match the DATABASE name specified in the GDDL source file.

Action:  Modify the GDDL source or use the correct gateway server.

00822 User had not been granted role DBA for data dictionary installation.
Cause:  The user is not granted the database administrator role and cannot 
create the gateway data dictionary.

Action:  Connect as a user granted the database administrator role or grant the 
user that role.

00823 Gateway data dictionary name installation failed.
Cause:  Creating the gateway data dictionary failed because a username to be 
used as the owner of the gateway data dictionary already exists.

Action:  Create the gateway data dictionary with a unique database name or 
drop the existing gateway data dictionary with the conflicting username.

00824 Gateway data dictionary name already exists.
Cause:  The gateway data dictionary already exists.

Action:  Create the gateway data dictionary with a unique database name or 
drop the existing gateway data dictionary with the conflicting username.

00825 DB_NAME in initialization file differs from DB_NAME name to be 
created.
Cause:  The database name of the gateway data dictionary to be created 
conflicts with the database name specified by the DB_NAME parameter in an 
existing initialization file.

Action:  Resolve the conflict by choosing a new database name or changing the 
DB_NAME parameter value in the existing initialization file.
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                                                            Gateway Data Dictionary V
B

Gateway Data Dictionary Views

This appendix lists the gateway data dictionary views.
iews B-1



 

These conventions are use for gateway data dictionary views: 

Oracle data dictionary views are described in the OracleVn Server Administrator’s 
Guide. 

In the next table, views beginning with "DBA_" are only accessible to gateway users 
granted the SELECT_ANY_TABLE privilege. All other tables and views are 
accessible to gateway users granted the CREATE SESSION privilege.  

Oracle View Column Name Value Used for the Column

Fixed-value columns No meaningful value. For example, INITIAL_EXTENT 
column.

CLUSTER_NAME Same value as TABLE_SPACE column.

MODIFIED Same value as CREATED column.

OBJECT_TYPE TABLE

SELECT_PRIV Y (N for all other _PRIVS).

TABLESPACE_NAMES Value reflecting the gateway; for example, VSAM.

Oracle View Name Description

ALL_CATALOG All tables and views accessible to the gateway user.

ALL_COL_COMMENTS Comments on columns of accessible tables and views.

ALL_COL_PRIVS Grants on columns for which the gateway user or PUBLIC is 
the grantee.

ALL_COLPRIVS_MADE Grants on columns for which the gateway user is owner or 
grantor.

ALL_COL_PRIVS_RECD Grants on columns for which the gateway user or PUBLIC is 
the grantee.

ALL_OBJECTS Objects accessible to the gateway user.

ALL_TABLES Description of tables accessible to the gateway user.

ALL_TAB_COLUMNS Columns of all table and views accessible to the gateway user.

ALL_TAB_COMMENTS Comments on tables and view accessible to the gateway user.

ALL_TAB_PRIVS Grants on objects for which the gateway user or PUBLIC is 
the grantee.
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ALL_TAB_PRIVS_MADE Gateway user’s grants and grants on gateway user’s objects.

ALL_TAB_PRIVS_RECD Grants on objects for which the gateway user or PUBLIC is 
the grantee.

ALL_USERS Information about all gateway users of the gateway data 
dictionary.

COL Synonym for USER_TAB_COLUMNS.

COLUMN_PRIVILEGES Grants on columns for which the gateway user is the grantor, 
grantee, or owner, or PUBLIC is the grantee.

DBA_CATALOG All gateway data dictionary tables and views.

DBA_COL_COMMENTS Comments on columns of all tables and views.

DBA_COL_PRIVS All grants on columns in the gateway data dictionary.

DBA_OBJECTS All objects defined in the gateway data dictionary.

DBA_ROLES All roles that exist in the gateway data dictionary.

DBA_ROLE_PRIVS Descriptions of roles granted to gateway users and to roles.

DBA_SYS_PRIVS Descriptions of system privileges granted to gateway users 
and to roles.

DBA_TABLES Description of all tables in the gateway data dictionary.

DBA_TAB_COLUMNS Columns of all tables and views.

DBA_TAB_COMMENTS Comments on all tables and views.

DBA_TAB_PRIVS All grants on objects in the gateway data dictionary.

DBA_USERS Information about all gateway users in the gateway data 
dictionary.

DICTIONARY Description of the data dictionary tables and views in the 
gateway data dictionary.

DICT_COLUMNS Description of columns for the data dictionary tables and 
views in the gateway data dictionary.

DUAL Dummy table created at installation time.

ROLE_ROLE_PRIVS Information about roles granted to other roles.

ROLE_SYS_PRIVS Information about system privileges granted to roles.

ROLE_TAB_PRIVS Information about table privileges granted to roles.

Oracle View Name Description
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SESSION_PRIVS Privileges that are currently available to the gateway user.

SESSION_ROLES Roles that are currently enabled by the gateway user.

TABLE_PRIVILEGES Grants on objects for which the gateway user is grantor, 
grantee, or owner, or PUBLIC is grantee.

USER_CATALOG Tables and views owned by the gateway user.

USER_COL_COMMENTS Comments on columns of gateway user’s tables and views.

USER_COL_PRIVS Grants on columns for which the gateway user is the owner, 
grantor, or grantee.

USER_COL_PRIVS_MADE All grants on columns of objects owned by the gateway user.

USER_COL_PRIVS_RECD Grants on columns for which the gateway user is the grantee.

USER_OBJECTS Objects owned by the gateway user.

USER_ROLE_PRIVS Roles granted to the gateway user.

USER_SYS_PRIVS System privileges granted to the gateway user.

USER_TABLES Description of the gateway user’s own tables.

USER_TAB_COLUMNS Columns of gateway user’s tables and views.

USER_TAB_COMMENTS Comments on the tables and views owned by the gateway 
user.

USER_TAB_PRIVS Grants on objects for which the gateway user is the owner, 
grantor, or grantee.

USER_TAB_PRIVS_MADE All grants on objects owned by the gateway user.

USER_TAB_PRIVS_RECD Grants on objects for which the gateway user is the grantee.

USER_USERS Information about the current gateway user.

Oracle View Name Description
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                                                            Gateway Initialization Param
C

Gateway Initialization Parameters

This appendix describes gateway initialization parameters used for the Oracle 
Transparent Gateway for RMS. Refer to:

■ OPTIMIZE_FILE_OPEN

■ RETRY

■ SUPPORTING_DB

See the Oracle Open Gateways Guide for SQL-Based and Procedural Gateways for more 
information about the gateway initialization file and other parameters used with 
SQL-based gateways. 
eters C-1



 

OPTIMIZE_FILE_OPEN     

OPTIMIZE_FILE_OPEN is retained for compatibility with SQL*Connect.

RETRY      

RETRY sets these default values for mapped tables accessed by the gateway:

■ the maximum number of attempts to read a locked record before timing out

■ the amount of time, in seconds, to wait between retry attempts

On most operating systems, if the lock is released in less time than specified, the 
record is returned as soon as the lock is released. For example, if you specify a time 
interval of three seconds and the record is released after one second, the gateway 
reads the record after one second.

Values set with RETRY are overridden for a mapped table by the values set in the 
GDDL source file using the RETRY keyword in the options clause.

You can gather statistics about the number of locked records read for a mapped 
table by using the RECLCK keyword in your mapped table definition in the GDDL 
source file. For more information on the RETRY and RECLCK keywords, see the 
Oracle Open Gateways GDDL Reference.

Default value: FALSE

Range of values: TRUE or FALSE

Syntax: OPTIMIZE_FILE_OPEN = {TRUE |  FALSE}

Default value: 0 for max_retries

1 for time_interval  

Range of values: 0 to 32767 for max_retries

0 to 255 for time_interval

Syntax: RETRY = max_retries [,  time_interval ]
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SUPPORTING_DB      

SUPPORTING_DB specifies the connect descriptor name of the entry in the 
tnsnames.ora file that describes the connection to the supporting Oracle server. This 
parameter must be set correctly for the gateway and TGA to work.

Default value: None

Range of values: None

Syntax: SUPPORTING_DB = connect_descriptor
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